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=SAVE ICE=
BUY

REFRIGERATOR
HERE

LATEST PATTERNS

These

Refrigerators have all the latest
improvements. Call and see them
and let us prove that the goods
and prices are right.

CASH

OR

$ I DOWN.

BALANCE $ I WEEKLY

COMPLETE HOMEFURNISHERS

Exchange and Federal Sts.
Portland,
F. E. Haskell, President

Me.

UTING T ROUSERS
styles

in

season's

outing trousers,

ac-

tual values $3.50 to $5.00.
In new stripes—browns and
soft grays.
All at one price
until sold

$2.45
WE PAY PARCEL POST CHARGES

26 and 28 Monument

Sq.,

Opening of Library Among Events of

Boats

This popular and
pleasant island
does not seem to be affected by the
in
"late season" talk which is heard
The
some other parts of Casco Bay.
season at 'Cliff is really very good and
hotels and cottages alike are rapidly

After the only moderately succensful season of 1912, the indications all
point to Casco Bay being back in its
stride again this year as one of the
foremost summer resorts in the, country. For .so early in the season it is
doubtful if the cottages were ever so
well filled and the end of this week
will undoubtfully see a great influx
of visitors to the hotels, as is
evidenced by the fact that without
exception
they are all booked to their capacity
during the heavy season. The crews
on the Casco Bay line boats
say tbjit
never before have they had to handle
the passengers and freight that they
have been called upon to carry during
the past week.
Everywhere one sees
new cottages going
up and many of
the hotels have almost doubled their
capacity for accommodating guests.
For several years the fame of Casco
Bay as a summer resort has been on
the increase and this summer seems
due to add many new friends to it
among the holiday-seeking city dwellers of America.

filling.

Mr. Richard M. Newlin and
family
of Haverford, Pa., are summering at
of
end
the Murphy Cottage at the
Road.
Woodland
They will spend
the entire season on the island.
Mr.
S. P.
Darlington, 2nd., of
Georgetown, S. C., grandson of Mr.
S. P.
Darlington, is at the "Peace

end of the
the western
island for the season.
Miss Hitchhas
who
man, of Mt. Pleasant, Pa.,
been a guest at the iDarlington's, has
recently left. Mr. Creagh M.
Heydecker, captain of the motor launch,
"Osprey," is also at the cottage for
the summer.

EASY TERMS

150 pairs of this

PROSPECT FOR

PORTLAND, ME.

tlon.

Mr. and Mrs. \\\ W. Gilchrist
and
of Philadelphia,
Pa., are at
their cottage, "The Ferns," for
the
summer.
Mr.
Gilchrist
is a
wellknown artist and is doing quite a bit
of painting here.
tXo place could furnish more beautiful marine views than
•Casco Hay and Mr. Gilchrist's choice
of this island for a summer home is
to be commended.
fae Ea? tern flar of V. eslbrooii waa
entertained last Wednesday by
Mrs.
at
her
Maasbyll
"Ocean
cottage,
The
Spray."
party, numbering in all
about forty, arrived
at
the
cottage
about 11 a. m.
The cottage was decorated with ferns
and wild flowers,
and presented a pretty
sight. After
the party had enjoyed a social hour
or two, a delicious shore dinner was
served, which was greatly enjoyed.
After dinner, all went
over
to
Mrs.
•Iva Johnson's
cottage, where they
were entertained with
music, a solo
by Mrs. Pliinney being one pleasing
feature.
One member of the
party.
Miss Lois Dyer, remained until
Friat
the
day
Maasbyll's, but the others
returned to Portland on the afternoon
boat .having
had a
very
enjoyable
time.
Mr. Maasbyll, who is superintendent of the West brook Mill, came
down last week to spend Sunday at
me couage.
The Sunday church services
have
not yet begun
and it
is
extremely
doubtful if they can be arranged. It
has in past seasons been customary to
have different Portland pastors cornel
down for a short
afternoon
service,
but this year the minister must leave
Portland at 10 a. m. and is unable to
return until
late
afternoon.
Under
these conditions, it is difficult to secure the services of
most
anyone as
pastors have their
own
services at
10.."50 a. m., which they cannot
neglect.
Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. ltodimon
of
Northampton, Mass., and Mrs. W. S.
Rodimon and children. Jack and Warner, also of Northampton, are at the
"Qnannapowitt"
for
Cottage
the
month of July.

family

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Steeves, Miss M.
Steeves, and Miss Molly Steeves. of
Boston, and Miss Dorothy (loogina of
Cleveland, O., are sojourning at Grand
View Cottage on Cliff Islnnd Avenue.
They, in company with the (Jibsons,
took a motor boat trip to (loose Island
last Sunday, enjoying a
picnic dinner
ui»wii

Haymake Autolac
A Furniture Polish of Real Merit

It cleans and

polishes

any varnished surface, reIn use, it does not
storing nil the original lustre.
destroy or wear out the original finish, but renews

and build* it up, removing evidence of
scratches,
or
hloom resulting from accident or hard

scars

usage,

bright.

flakes oil cloths

linoleums look new and
25c and larger size*.
Samples free.

CHARLES
8-12 Free

or

N. HAY PAINT CO.

St.,

Portland,

Me.

on

The bor.t service here on week days
is excellent, there being
four
trips
each way.
On Sundays, however, the
service is not as
good, there being
only two trips up and two down. This
makes it inconvenient for some people who are spending week ends here
to get back to Portland in time to connect with trains to points away. It is
hoped that some remedy may be suggested and tried out. Mgr. Coding's
accommodation
spirit of
i^ well
known and he will
undoubtedly make
any change possible which does not
injure the service to other points
when the matter comes to his atten-

arriving

BEST SEASON

YEARS.

Are

Crowded

good places to get a shore dinner
while at South Harpswell and
the
motor trip often becomes an all
day
one, so pleased are the motorists with
this picturesque
little town and its
are

ACTIVE.
SOCIAL LIFE BECOMING
MANY NEWCOMERS HERE.

Cottage"

R. S. DAVIS CO.
Cor.

Outlook For Season

Last Week.

YOUR

NEW STOCK

Cliff Island

IN

environs.

with

Stream

People.

Miss Margaret Smith has returned
to "Kitowit" on Bustin's Island, where
she is staying this year, after a short
visit to Harpswell.

of

South

his camp.
Miss Bunbury is a social
worker and has made
considerable
She
will return
study of sociology.
to England
the ISfth, after
a
very
pleasant stay here.

The usual Laboratory Tea was held
at the Laboratory last Friday.
These
teas are weekly events, and are
of
much pleasure to the residents.

!
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and

Recitals Add
Pleasures.

THE

PEAKS

Hill Crest

ISLAND

£

f

v

POPULAR

CHEBEAGUE
HOTEL
HAS EIGHTY GUESTS.

Oancing

Parties

Are

In Vogue

The hotel at the present time Is en-

the hotel and annex will
be taken.
■Hill Crest fame is so well known to
the summer tourists that each
year
the
late inquirer
Finds It impossTblo
to get
accommodations
here. The
table at the hotel is the first consideration of Mr. Hamilton and few if
any
hotels on the
coast
of Maine are
more abundantly
supplied in this re-

spect.
Commencing Wednesday evening the series of weekly dancing parties are to be given at the dance hall
and
at these functions all
guests of

■
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(Continued
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page 7).
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Now.

tertaining over 80 guests and within
a few days every available room
in

]

to

Daily

The Peaks Island House this week

notable feature o# the island's entertainments.
Mr. Ernest J. Hill, tenor,
and Mrs. Hill (Miss Martha Hawes)
will
have charge of this
contralto,
evening's concert and the fact that
such noted Portland singers are to participate will surely arouse great interest.
The semi-weekly dances will be
held on Tuesdays and Fridays during
the season, Mr. William H. Chase of.
Waltham being floor director.
Tlie conceit given last Sunday by
the Peaks Island House trio. Miss
Annie
Haigli, violinist, Miss Mary
Hanson, pianist, and Miss Phyliss
Craig, 'cellist, was of a high order of
merit and was greatly enjoyed.
The
program included several well-known
and
much
appreciated
selections,
among which were Gounod's Ballet,
No. 1 and 2, Faust; Xavin's Narcissus;
Waltz, Op. 66 by Tschaikowsky; and
an
exquisitely rendered violin solo
"Orient ale."
No praise can be too
high for the excellence of this concert, and it is good news that Manager
Rowe assures his patrons that future
recitals will fully equal this one.
The hotel still holds its popularity
with the many tourists who while visiting Portland come here to partake
of one of Manager Rowe's unexcelled
shore dinners.
The Peaks
Island
House has ever since it opened, catered to transients
with as much care
and solicitude as to its regular
patrons.
(Nothing is ever left undone
to give each patron a hearty welcome
j and a feeling of satisfaction.
Manager Rowe's success consists in his
desire to have
everything right all
the time and the rapidly
increasing
of
the
house shows that his
patronage
efforts are appreciated.
a
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Dances

hjoyss

Miss Blanche Leflemme of
Portland arrived Monday to be the
guest
of Miss Dorothy Cobb at
Cozy Cot- me nuiri mm mvuea mends are in-'
tage. She Is planning to spend a I ■vlted.
The music will be of the usweek on the Island.
ual high order and
some delightful
Prof, and Mrs. F. If. 'Lincoln of parties are
A
anticipated.
whist
Worcester, Mass., and Mrs. T). F. party was glvpn Friday evening last
Howatt of Providence, R .1., are sum- | at the dance hall and
seven tables enmering at the Kimhail Cottage for Joyed this favorite pastime.
Mrs.
July. Prof. Lincoln Is a teacher in A. B. Moslpy of West Somervllle
was
the Worcester Classical
High School. awarded the ladles' prize, a book,
Miss Elizabeth Griffiths of
Hrook- she having thirty-four points to
her
lyn, N. Y., Is at her cottage, "The credit.
Mr. A. B. Mosley had twenI/edges," on the island. She will re- ty-nine points and he
was declarpd
main quite late this
as she the wittier of the jjontlpmon's honors
season,
does not plan to return to New York and a book was his
gift.
The ladles'
until October
1. Her guest,
was awarded
prize
Miss consolation
to
Catherine Farnsworth of Portland, MIbs Carolina Farren of
Philadelphia
will stay on the Island
and
Mr.
Robinson
the
of Allston.
midStanley
untjl
dle of September.
Mans., captured the consolation prize
the gentlemen of the
for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nagel
Miss
party.
from
Martha C. Fralelgh the hotel enterNew York are at Mm. S.
A.
Davis'
tainer
had
the
in
for
cottage
the season.
party
chargp. Plans
are being madp for a
A most pleasing amateur
masqupradp ball
entertainSaturday pvpnlng, July 2f>.
This parment was given last
Tuesday evening ty will bp one of the
events of the seaat the (Daisy Cottage. The first
part son and all the guests at
the hotel are
of the program consisted of
tableaux
looking forward to the occasion with
In which mnny of the bovs and
girls much pleasure.
Suitable prizes will
on the island took
part. The stage for be
awarded
and an orchestra
will
on

BEST SEASON FOR YEARS IS THE
REPORT HERE.

reports a rushing business, this year's
bookings both for sojourners and transients being far in excess of last year's
and on an equal with if not better than
the best season for years past.
The
Miss Marion Bunbury
of London,
recitals will be inaugurated at
England, is the guest of Dr. H. V. weekly
Neal of the Harpswell Laboratory at this hotel tonight and will surely form

Harspwell

Pe_ak«s Island

Peaks Island House

Mr. J. 'D. Hayden was here
last
Sunday at the 'Burr cottage. He came
down from Boston to spend the weekend.

Pott's 'Harbor was the rendezvous
of the Portland Yacht Club fleet on the
third day of their annual cruise.
The
third day's
trip started from Oakes
down
the
New
Meadows River
Ledge,
and then to Harpswell.
The speedy
black
sloop "Conomo," with Capt.
C.
Orr
in
George
command, won the
day's race by a margin of six minutes
over Commodore
Reuben K. Dyer's
The "Daphne" was third.
"Clique."
The U. S. Revenue Cutter Woodbury
acted as convoy to the fleet on the
SEASON PROGRESSIVE SATISFAC- first of the trip, but on Saturday, the
anchor
Androscoggin
at
dropped
TORILY AT THIS RESORT.
South Harpswell to act in that capacfor
Sunday's trip, which was up
Portland Yacht Club Fleet Anchored ity
the bay
to Peaks Island.
Saturday
Here Last Saturday.
night Com. Dyer gave a reception on
South Harpswell is enjoying a very the
flagship "Clique," which was atprosperous season. Almost every cot- tended by all the skippers.
tage is now open, and the place
is
Mr. and Mrs. Foster of Lisbon, Me.,
alive with activity of every descriphave arrived at the Peterson cottage
tion.
Automobile parties, many of for the
summer.
whom
come
from
Massachusetts
Senator
F. A. Morey of Lewiston
points, make the trip to the end
of
was
a welcome
at his liule
guest
Neck
Harpswell
from
Brunswick,
bungalow, Hurricane Hut,
last Suni often remaining a while to enjoy the
•beauties of the »urrounding islands. day.
An accident which might well have
I From the end of the neck, there are
I many interesting sights to be seen, been more serious than it was occurrj Pear.v's home, Eagle Island being the ed here last week. Dr. Fred Lambert
I opp most frequently noted.
There
(Continued on Page 7.)
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Under New Management.
W. Clark Meader, Prop.
THE HOME OF PURE FOOD
/4 and 76 Exchange St.. Portland,
Opposite Postotfice
An ideal, up-to-date cafe, whrre
nothing but the
best i» served to our patrons.
Quick service is our
motto, and our prices are right.
Separate dining
room for
Specials

is%.

HOUSE

ladies and escorts.
every day, from 11 a. m. until

SUMMER GOODS
KODAKS
AND

KODAK

SUPPLIES

Arts and Crafts Novelties
Books and Magazines*

Stylish Leather Goods
Brass Desk Fittings
Pottery and Craft Baskets
Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens
Fine Stationery and

Engraving

Tennis,

Golf and Base
Ball Goods

Regular

and

Hammocks

Couch

Parisian Ivory Toilet
Articles
Globe
Wernick Sectional Bookcases

Tally, Score
Cards

and Place

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
Monument Square,

Portland, Me.

served.
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,
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party of people who have been staying
at one of Bailey Island's popular resorts. The party referred to intended
to take the boat to
New York from
Portland last Thursday. They went to
MRS. HUMPHREY 8. SINNETT. Prop.
I Portland only to find that on account
I of the withdrawal of the "Old Colony"
Bailey's Island, Maine.
The Driftwood.
from service, there was no Thursday
Popular boardinR house on this part of
the inland « ith fine accommodations tor
The iDriftwood's bookings for early night boat. They returned to Baileys
sixty guests. The chambers are large,
July are very good with prospects ex- and spent the night. The next day
My years of success and fair dealing to all assures you of getting the best
i-icely furi.i-hed anil have ocean view.
cellent for a capacity number by the they left early on the 5.20 a. m. boat
Fine table supplied with the best obtainalways at lowest possible cash prices. We are always trying to please the
able. Bath in k. Boating and Pishing near
this
last of the month or the first of August. for Portland again, intending
the house. Open until October 1. Rates
trade of the island.
QUALITY and PROMPT SERVICE is our aim.
Mrs. A. MoK. Gulliver, who has charge time to take the day boat for Boston.
and circulars on application.
of all the details herself has had mucii They had been misinformed about the
Our store is the
experience in the boarding-house busi- schedule on this line and found that
for the best in
At last
ness, this being her eighteenth season. there was no day boat either.
and we receive fresh invoices
accounts
it
is
believed
that
finis
a
they
valuable
Experience
teacher, and
Mrs. Gulliver is one of the few who ally went by train to their destination.
every steamer.
i
are wise enough to profit by it.
Whatever the cause may be, the seaThe !
mere fact that she has had the train- son at this island is
Bailey Island, M
Go or go A. Rlchardion, Prop.
exceptionally late
ing is not nearly as valuable as the in coming to its height. It <is true that
This fiie t»ummer hotel is now open under new
To
at
store means
the
fact that she has turned her lessons to nearly all the cottages are filled, but
improvement* h«ve been recently made. Large chambers with windows
t'e
oce in.
facing
and
barber
etc..
shop
ro>m.
ExcelToilets,
bath.
pool
Miss
and
Munroe's death as well as other
good account,
every feature of her
teams cover all
l -i.t tal le and in fact everything firBt clasr.
of
several
comfortable house leads one to form local causes have kept back the real
Op.n until S.pt. 9.
Rata, on application.
the conclusion that there are few wom- scial activity of the island. But realus
en as capable, or as insistent in want- ly those who want a summer vacation
ing to please their patrons as Mrs. must welcome the restful quiet, and
Gulliver is. In proof of this, the fact view with relief this unwonted condi- Me., has recently been the guest of S. Mary Pickard Porter. There was a
M. Jordan at the beautiful Bonnyview large attendance and a
that many of the guests return year tion.
very enjoyable
Happily, summer communities
after year may .be cited. The house are by no means dependent on social Gift Shop on Summer Hill. Miss Maud time was spent.
BAILEY
A real old-time family party
itself is clean and commodius, invit- life, but upon the invigorating climate M. Pugsley of Newark, N. J., and Mrs.
MAINE
was
D. L. Phillips of Little Rook, Ark., are a
H. F. Johnson,
feature of the Auburn Colony's life
which
ing one to "come again."
constitutes
their
attraction.
Proprietor
soon to arrive for three weeks at Bonlast
week.
Mr. W. K. Dana of WestBailey Island, nevertheless, combines
AND COTTACES
Open June 15 to October 1
I
nyview, also.
brook, Me.,^ was host and his children
both these qualities, and probably
in
The Woodbine.
Enlarged capacity this year. Beautifully located at
Miss
Dorothea
and
of
grandchildren to the number of
Godfrey
another week or two, there will be no
Wayne,
the south end of the island near Little
Harbor. The
is the guest of
The Woodbine, with Mrs. Sinnett as cause to complain over lack of
Mr.
Johnson and cottages contain about forty
and
Mrs. 27 made a week's stay with him and
things Me.,
room*, all I
and airy. Thoroughly modern
pleasant
James G. Stetson.
the proprietor, is rapidly filling with iu uu, ui luucuuiib 10 anenu.
Mrs. Dana, last week.
Those in the
toilets, bath,
etc. Table supplied with best the
market
affords. J
the usual number of satisfied guests.
were
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Dana
The
Sea food a specialty. Fresh
guests at the Seaside cottage party
Mr. R. Huntington Woodman spent
milk. eggs, poultry and 4
This establishment is a very picturvegetables raised on the premiees. Bathing.
are planning a dancing party at Li- and children, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Swan
last week very pleasantly on his
Boating
an|
and Fishing. Rates on application.
esque one, consisting of a
rambling nual cruise on the "Winjoy." The
brary Hall on the evening of June 23. and family of Providence, R. I., Miss
parold farmhouse of typical island conLouisa Dana and Miss Ethel Dana of
ty took an extended trip to the east- An orchestra of three pieces from
Dr. and Mrs. iHorace
struction, which is Covered for the ward,
C.
Portland will furnish music and many Westbrook,
along the coast.
,
most part with trailing vines.
Nearof the cottage colony
Pa.,
are to attend. Porter and family of Pittsburg,
Mr. J. G. Stetson's attractive store,
Mr
.and
by are the cottages connected with the
Mrs. E.
Done
The party gives promise of toeing
Clarington Abbott
a
\
is fast
hotel.
These are all roomy and pleas- near Mackerel Cove Landing
and family of Auburn, Mr .and
Mrs.
brilliant affair.
Mr.
ant and are always kept in the finest becoming a center for visitors.
Luther Dana and family of \Ve3tbr00k
The schooner
Edmund
P. Black,
stock of goods, ice
of shape through the effortB of the Stetson's
cream,
and Miss Marion iDana of Westbrook,
Capt. Frank Doughty, was at Boston, and the
and
candy,
accessories
picnic
is
very able proprietor.
host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Sinnett
of
last
week
with one hunmuch enjoyed and is always the best Thursday
W. K. Dana.
says that her
The entire party had a
bookings are running
dred and nine swordfish, which were
very nearly as heavy as at this time obtainable. Mr. Stetson enjoys a growProprietor
'group picture taken and this will unof at
eight cents a pound.
in 1912, and that she expects that when ing business which he well deserves. disposed
The ideal location on the Island —situated
doubtedly be a treasured souvenir of
Dr. Andrew B. Mitchell from Wash- The weight was over 19,000 lbs. and the
real heavy travel arrives, the house I
on the
east end and in full view of the
week together.
On
ington, D. C.t is at the island, visiting the crew netted $85.00 a man.
will be booked to its limit.
ocean.
Beautiful pine groves and walks
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Curtis of Xew
his cousin, Mrs. D. S. Baker at "The the first trip of the season the crew
around the house.
The house is modern in
arrived
'York,
of
last
week
at
Tuesday
fish
and realized $67
got seventy-one
Breakers," on the ocean's shore.
every respect— toilets, baths and sewerage.
The Johnson.
Merriconeag,
motored
having
each. The schooner sailed from Port- the
Mr. Frank Satterthwait, Mr. Alfred
from New York via Milford, Pa., also
Rates and Circulars upon application
The Johnson, with its fine new ad- Sattertliwait, and Miss Ruth Satterth- land, Saturday morning on its third
a day or two in the
White
The
Albert
"Willard,
Capt. stopping
June
15 to Sep'ember 15
dition is enjoying a season, fully the wait, were among last week's arrivals, trip.
Open
Mountains.
equal of the early 1912 July season. They arrived on July 9, and will re- Humphrey 'S. Sinnett, recently sold
Distance Telephone in the House.
Long
their
of
cargo
sixty-six fish at eight
Mr. H. F. Johnson, in speaking of the main about five weeks here to
enjoy cents a pound and each member of
for late July and
prospects
August, the Maine scenery and climate.
the
crew realized $55.00.
said that, with his newly-added buildBailey Island is becoming more of a
ing, he believed that he could accom- boating colony than
formerly. Beside
SOUTH HARPSWELL.
modate all who came there for vaca- the steamer
LONG
ISLAND
HOTEL
excursions that are
HAVING
fretion.
The guests themselves,
speak quently indulged in, motor boat trips
SUCCESSFUL SEASON.
DEALER IN FIRST CLASS
highly of the innovations which are to nearby points, Orrs,
from
(Continued
page 1).
Sebascodegan
to be found in the annex. The little and
Eagle Islands,Harpswell, and even
Tourists Have
Many
the
Registered
rooms come in for much commenda- to
New Meadows are taken. Another while
Past Week.
walking on the shore, fell and
tion and the immense stone fireplace form of
that is unexcelled for injured hi3 knee quite
boating
Evpainfully.
This hotel is entertaining an unusuin the front room gives promise
of interest is deep-sea
eral
<*nd
fishing. Many are eryone rejoices to think that the accially large number of guests and the
many a good time around an open fire deterred
from taking this kind of a dent was no worse.
Large line of SOUVENIR POSTCARDS in stock.
indications point to a most successful
when cool weather comes
on.
Mrs. trip, however, because the best
Store, Wharf and Fish Market at
fishing
Mr .and Mrs. Stanley B. Wheeler season.
Johnson is a famous cook and the fact is to be had
the
Methodist
Saturday
early in the morning and and Mr.
W. Wheeler of Hyde Church of South Portland held their
Shirley
that she has more table boarder.*? than a four
o'clock start is not the
pleas- Park, Mass., arrived Sunday last at annual
she can accommodate, proves this bet- antest
picnic here and a delightful
thing to contemplate.
Still, Mrs. Minnie (Haskell's for a short soter by far than words can.
outing was enjoyed. Rev. Felix Powmese summer mornings are
ideal, and journ of two weeks.
ell, former pastor of the church here,
some people who are not
early risers
Miss Myra E. Noble, who has been is now in charge of that church and
On Sea
would do well to take an early
Ocean Side
The Seaside.
trip
quite ill, is reported as improving. All he was here with the party Saturday
-OPEN TO OCTOBER
some day just for the
of
it.
novelty
and
This comfortable summer boarding1 The
her
the
friends
will
he
met
wish
her
a
during
of
reday
many
speedy
real interest
in
fishing comes
Thoroughly good table and comhouse situated near Mackerel Cove, is about
his former parishioners and friends.
fortable room1! overlooking surf.
eight or nine o'clock when the covery.
the
United
enjoying a fine patronage. Mrs. Cram's cod are biting
Wednesday
Hardware
AsAmong the recent arrivals at the
New dining-room seats 90.
fast, about ten miles off
register shows that this season will shore. When a
sociation,
about
three
hunnumbering
good load is obtained Harps well Laboratory are: Prof. C.
!
Winter
address (Nov. to May 25):
soon be at its height, and that means
held
an
at
the
dred,
Pavilion
outing
the party usually returns, elated with B. Wilson of the State Normal School
22 Louisa St.,
and a most enjoyable day was 3pent.
that Mrs. Cram will have her hands ' their
Asheville, N. C.
spoils and tired out with their of Massachusetts, E. P. Phelps and
full to attend to a large number
of strenuous
bake
and
of Tufts ctfllegt-, At noon a delicious clam
work.
! Frank Blanchard
shore
She is fully capable of doing i
dinner
was
guests.
served
at
the
PaMassachusetts. Prof. B. W. Cushman
Miss Nellie F. Tolman from
WorThe party left the island late
this, however, as has been demonstrat-'
of the Boston Society of Natural His- vilion.
Mass., is summering at her
in
ed in previous
the
Mrs. -Cram's cester,
all
years.
afternoon,
greatly pleased
tory is conducting dredging opera-'
at-1 father's cottage, "The Overlook," this tions in the bay with the able assist- with the day's outing.
guests are well satisfied that her
Mr.
tention to detail and her personal su-1 season. She has at present as a guest ance of
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Mulcahy, Boston,
Capt. Abijah Stover of South
Miss Cornelia Davis of Worcester, who
pervision will bring about the desired
Mass., (nee Laura Brownson) were
lHarpswell.
is just completing a two-weeks'
stay.
here on their honeymoon last week.
results in every ca3e.
The Seaside
The Surprise
Shop operated
by They are
Mr.
and
is usually the hotel to take the ini- Miss Tolman also expects
spending part of their trip
Mrs. Olney Baker to come from Wor- "Jack" Cox is the object of many faon the Maine coast and
tiative in sociables, parties, etc.,
and
With a new upin
August
vorable
comments
from
the
cester
summer
about July 21st, to stay the reContractor? for the
this year is proving no exception, sevthey will be at the hotel for an exto-date
at
South
workshop
In
mainder
of
colony
this month.
■
Harspell.
appear- tended
Water Supply Outeral affairs being
planned to take
outing. Mr. Mulcahy is of the
here
ance the shop resembles a Japanese
on
the
isMiss Mary Axtell of Morristown, N.
fits,
firm of Mulcahy Bros., Lace Importplace in the near future.
Windmills,
Bazaar
and
from
the
number
of
lines
land we can Bave
Tanks,
J., is spending a short time as the
Pumps,
ers, Temple Place, Boston, Mass. Mr.
carried
it
could
almost
be
called
a
Pipe Fitting, etc.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Armstrong.
and Mrs.
you money if jou
are both
Mulcahy
well
Robinhood Inn.
small
department store.
Mr. Cox known to
The Armstrongs are expecting
Cottage plumbing
Miss
will
trade
with
many of the guests at the
has displayed much ingenuity in com- j
a
At Miss Massey's charming summer Harriet van
specialty. ExWagner, also of Morrishotel, they having been sojourners
Home
a
office,
NORTH SEBAGO, MAINE.
and here for several
drug, cigar, souvenir
resort, the usual activities in a social town, to arrive soon for a 3hort so- bining
pert workmen.
seasons.
an
ice
cream parlor and
way have not yet begun. On the other journ. Mr. Axtell has just returned to jewelry store,
Mrs. A. R. Vallance and two daughhand, the guests are enjoying them- his business after a few days at the an old curiosity
shop in a building ters, Misses Ruth and Grace
Vallance,
feet
selves in every way, by taking
The store of
square.
long island, 'but will be 'back again August only twenty
Montreal, have registered at the
will be well patronized by people who!
walks through the woods, by going on 1st, for the balance of the
hotel last week. They are
season.
I
here for
want quaint and curious souvenirs to
motor boat trips, or, best of ail for
the entire summer and this
Mrs. E. J. Hogan, who has been a
is
their
send
home to friends, and also
»»
those who are tired out, just
"
"
•»
Bailey Island, Me.
by
first
at
the island.
welcome
Mrs. F. E. Cram
outing
Mr.
Valguest for the past three those who have a "sweet tooth"
and sitting hour after hour
or the
on
the weeks at
lance
is
of
Ideal summer home with a bountiful
the firm of W.
Mr. Lucius Shathick's
C. White
cotsea
table,
thirst of summer
broad verandas of the house and look-!
including
unquenchable
for
Boiler
food in abundance.
tage, left last week for Cliffhaven, N.
Works, 705 Grand Trunk St.,
Handy to poatoffice, wharf and beach.
All the adjuncts of a
cooling drinks.
ing at the ocean. One can really rest Y., which is situated
Montreal.
on Lake ChampOpen June 25 to October 1.
Rates on application.
summer store are to be found at Mr.
and yet get plenty of enjoyment out
Trunaients accomodated.
Mrs. Charles H. Petscli and daughlain, near Plattsburg.
Mrs. €. W. Cox's bazaar.
——
of a quiet siesta on the Inn's piazzas.
Dinner!
a Specialty
———
Shattuck of Fitchburg, and Mrs. F. A.
Charlotte >H., Irene D., Josephters,
The ocean itself, with its
ceaseless Barteaux
The new bids for the bridge that is
of West Medford, mothers of
Florence L., and Mrs. Palmer
ine,
motion, forms an object of unending Mr. and Mrs.
to be built between Bailey's and Orr's
Cushing, are among the recent ar'Shattuck, respectively,
interest, while the marine picture is are due to'
The family is to remain until
arrive on the twenty-first of Islands will be opened at the Town rivals.
often added to, by the sight of a passHouse,
Harpswell Saturday, June 19, the close of the season. Mrs. Cushthis month for an extended visit.
I
ing vessel, near to, or far ofT, and the
at 2 p. m.
Some changes are called lng's husband is a member of
to get delicious ice cream, the best
the firm This is the
Mr. H. Wallace Smith, who resides
possible to make.
evenings are very beautiful with the
for in the new
specifications and it Miller & Roe, bankers, Wall St., New We also deliver in bricks by
on the ocean side of
Our candy
quart or
sunset colors, reflecting in
Baileys' has been is understood oak pilings will in some
the clear
York.
is
compelled to take a trip to New York,
Stetson's famous Caramels and Home Made Candies
waters.
The hotel is rapidly
filling
places be used instead of granite work.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex T. Robertson and
and the July bookings are satisfactory but will return as soon as
made
on the
possible, This change is made
Box
Postal Cards,
in family of Montreal
necessary
this
registered
to all concerned.
etc.
August is the ban- piuuauiy witnin a weeK.
Fresh cut fowers for sale.
I order to complete the contract within week for their annual
for
etc.
vacation
with
The Poland cottage on the shore the amount
ner month, and the Inn
will surely be
specified.
contains the latest
us.
The family have been coming to Our
2 cents a
near York's 'Tending, Is
filled then if not before.
occupied byi
Mrs. Mary A.
York and Harry
P. the hotel for many years and they are
a party of people from
•
Those York of Somerville
away.
are
the gladly welcomed back by their many
among
composing the party are, Mrs. Lucy
Ocean View Hotel.
at the Merrlconeag.
guests
friends
at
the
house.
Mr.
York
Russell of East Sumner, Me.;
Mrs. Is a Boston and Maine
This popular hotel under the man- Sarah Gammon of Mlnot
and
Corner, Me.; is also an enthusiastic engineer
BAILEY
fisherman.
agement of Mr. George A. Richard- Miss Clara Ellis of
Cambridge, Mass.; |
son, has already many gueBts regis- Miss Maud Robinson of
Among those who spent last Friday
All
work
in
line
our
done
promptly
Auburn, Me.; in
tered and dally new arrivals are book- and
Portland,
going down upon
the
Mr. Eugene Poff of
Haverhill,
to all.
7 room, furnished cottage for and satisfaction guaranteed
ed to register.
Since assuming the Mass.
Mr.
The party last week made a morning boat from here were:
and
of
this
Mrs.
B.
P.
a
ownership
Wallace and son Earle, rent
hotel, Mr. Richard- trip to Orr's Island to visit the Misses
and
Estimates on
son has made many improvements, all Lavlna
Osgood and Nellie Ladd. They Mrs. Thurston and Mrs. Brown.
to
Personal
of
of which will add to the comfort and are also
Miss Theresa Spencer spent Sunplanning to take the steamer
all work.
workmen.
enjoyment of the tourists.
The trip to Gurnet some nice
Tele6.
here
at
the
day
Spencer
cottage.
day soon.
Ocean View Hotel is finely situated, Nine other
Real estate and land for sale.
people were guests at the
Mrs. Martha Williams is
making exbeing in the center of the island and cottage on the Fourth,
four- tensive repairs on her cottage
making
and
to
both steamboat Vwharves and teen for a
handy
Jolly holiday party. They putting It in the "best of shape
for
On Bailey Island three acres of land with ocean
all
stores.
Sojourners here
are enjoyed a picnic dinner on
the holi- the summer.
frontage. Now ia the time to buy an the price of
handy to the bathing beaches and this day.
and is advancing yearly. Will cut iota to suit
Miss Mildred Cate of Salem,
means much to those that daljy take
Mass., purchaser. Also two summer houses for saie.
Etc. —-—
A fine new cottage has
Just been Is visiting Miss Gardner at Mrs. Hum- Will sell cheap if sold this season.
a dip In the ocean.
Our carriages meet all steamers.
Mr. Richardson
Automobile
for
six
Address
passengers.
It
was phrey's cottage.
is giving his personal supervision to completed on this island.
Leave your orders at the hotel or
boarding house for
Mrh. Allan Hancock and her two
the management of the hotel and it is opened several weeks ago by the
Misses Reba Dunning of Franklin,
his purpose to conduct a first
Dorothy and Janet, of Evclass
Mass., Elizabeth M. Dunning of Water- daughters,
hotel in every particular.
erett,
arrived last week to be
WELLS DRIVEN BY DAY OR CONTRACT
towr, Mass., Mr. Harold W. Ellis of guests Mass.,
TELEPHONE
of Mrs. Jackson at the Jackson
Franklin, and Mr. Clarence M. Ellis of bungalow for
Mr. Jackson
Mr. Charles Soden and family who Yale
July.
reCollege, New Haven, Conn., who turned to his business In
in the New Cottage on Summer Hill at Bailey Is'toave been guests at The Johnson for came down to
Boston
on
The handsome motor boat
and. hats room and equipped wllh all the convenfurnish and settle the the
after
"Tramp", carrying *
a pleasant two weeks iences of a city home. Ready for
four summers past, are this year sum13th,
■ ill* I
Jflll-IIlVl
affairs for the summer.
occupancy June
twenty passengers can be
They enter- here. Mr. Jackson Is In the life Insur- 7th. Will rrmaln open until Sept.
for private
engaged
16th, possibly
•merlng at Tree-tops, the beautiful tained Miss
We will arrange
parties at any hoar of the day or night.
M. Whltehill and ance business.
For particulars address Miss Ruth Knight.
to Gem
trips
Theatre, *
Mrs. C. <K. Jackson later.
Armstrong villa on 8ummer Hill. Last Miss Mildred Gladys
Peaks Island and to Caldwell's Casino, Eastern
No. 1 Agawam St.. Worcester. Mass.. until July
Sullivan, both of Water- has returned to her home In
Landing, Great Cheheague *
Sunday evening the Misses Soden, ac- town, Mass., for
on application.
Roxbury, 1st, then at the Cottage. Bailey Island.
boatmen in charge of our crafts.
two weeks and then
Experienced
Rates
reasonable.
Mass., after a very pleatrnt month
cording to their custom while guests the cottage was further
enlivened by here at her son's
+
*
at
The
Johnson
entertained
their the advent of a
cottage. She will
FOR SALE OR TO LET
of
party
from
girls
the
return later In the season for another
friends by treating them to some fine
At MacVerel Cove. Ball- y Island, two flna cotWatertown,
Mass.,
School.
High
The
music.
These young ladies form a
sojourn.
tages (with modern conveniences and one half
are the most recent arrivals:
a«re of land, including nice grove, boat wharves,
string trio of unusual merit, eacn being following
I John J. Achorn and family of New- steam
HAVE YOU SEEN THE
the
Misses
Catherine
launch and boat house. Both houses furClaire
Yerxa,
ert'.p.tn !n thoir cwn line.
Previous to
ton, Mass., are spending the summer nished. email cottage, rental IS per d«y{ large
their departure on an extensive tour MacDonald, Verna MacDonald, Elean•
month.
for
at
91
the
Selling
Oak
cottage,
the
entire
price
or Jones, Dorothy
cottage.
Jones, Mary Robin- 1
through Canada and the far West, the
the
estate.JViOO. Apply to Mrs. Charles W. Sleeper.
York and Boston
The first dance of the season was Croat
Elizabeth
Chebeagiie, Maine.
Barker,
TheodosiA
Berlin Trio, comprising Miss Caroline son.
Skinner
held
on Saturday. July 5,
and
is
this
It
is
the
Margaret
best
and
on
all
was
of
the market and the
way?
Ripley,
Weeks, violin, Miss Mildred Rlchler,
'cellist, and Miss Mary Coughiln, pian- Watertown. The house-party will re- well attended. The dance on
July
a washer for
gest money-maker everl First
use
your
main
12
another
was
tendered
week
to
at
the
the
were
for
week end guests of
BAileys, and,
ist,
visiting yachtsand then learn about it as an investment. Demonstration at
Motor boat, to ft., 5 H. P.
Used four
men of the Portland Yacht club
although
your
they have (planned
Miss Soden on fiumer Hill.
which months.
no
house or at the Domestic Utilities
Ready for use. Du'gan built
697
was In the harbor.
St., PORTMMO.
That It occasionally pay* to per- special trips, are anticipating a fine
dory, sofa. Owner sells because he has
time with boetlnK and other sports
Mrs. Horace Porter gave a delight- larger boat. Cash
to
use a timetable when one is going to
to
only. Apply
life while on their vacation.
ful party at the hall in honor of the
travel Is probably the opinion now of a j enjoy

Bailey

Woodbine

Island

cSi.,

BAILEY ISLnND- mmne
L m. YORK.
Casco Bay's Leading Grocery and General Store

|

headquarters

Meats

|

by

OCEAN VIEW HOTEL

trade
York's
affords. Our
times daily.

!

getting

best the market
the island
any time.

sections

Telephone

THE JOHNSON

ISLAND,

j

]

H. F. JOHNSON, Boatbuilder
Repairing Promptly

j

Casco

Bay House

ROBINHOOD INN

MISS1*3^. 'mASSEY

E. E. SINNETT

Island, Me.

—

—

Bailey

j

Groceries, Provisions, Meats, Etc.,
Quality Canned Goods, GenMdse, Fresh Fish
Ice.

First

MACKEREL COVE

DRIFTWOOD

Cliff,

Bailey Island, Me.

|

Mrs. A. McK. Gulliver

]

M. WARD ®. SON
BAILEY

ISLAND,

MAINE

PLUMBING
CONTRACTORS

■

S1LASIDIL COTTAGE:

resting'

]

STETSON S ICE

CREAM PARLOR

place

unequalled.
daily

gallon.

department

premises.

Candies, Fruit, Soda,
Agents
Magazines, Papers,
circulating library
books—only
day.
JAMES G. STETSON
Bailey Island

CHARLES S. THOMAS !

BAILEY ISLAND

Apply

I^LAND^Me'

specialty.
September. Jobbing
application.
supervision
Expert
HESSFR, Bailey Island.
phone.

August

FOR

SALE

M. A. Bstabrook

E. S. LEEMAN
Bailey
Baggage Expressing, Livery, Teaming,

ffiJSSSiSi:

Island, Me.

-LEEMAN'S EXPRESS-

ROOMS TO RENT

SAII IINIfa PAPTIF^.

J

GEORGE H. LUBEC

Little Washer
coming

FOR SALE

Miss Clara E. Bangs of

Sabattus, third birthday of her daughter,

\

Miss

S. Plnkbam,
Ralph
South

Harpswtill, Maine,

On
On

making

Bailey Island, Me.
_

Big Stir

And

bigfamily

buy

office,

^

Congress

Bailey's Island AptSly The Misses Adams, The Seashell
Chebeague AptS,y Mrs. H. W. Caldwell, Bellevue Cottage CSSIS

THE GRANITE SPRING HOTEL, Long Island, Maine

Long

This year the hotel is under new
management and
everything In
connection with the house la in
first class order. Every accommo
datlon
including 'baths, toilets,

that he was on the road to re
Capt. William Floyd has Btanen the
season with his motor boat L/ucy A. covery. However, at noon Monday h*
He has already taloen many parties was seized with a convulsion and died
from the hotels and cottages on sail- immediately. His death was due to
double pneumonia, that most treacherlug and fishing parties.
ous of diseases. Mr.
McDonough had
J. A. Shack ford and daughter, Mrs.
hosts of friends both on the island
Nelson Ramsdell and son, Cedric, of
and in Portland, and his death will
Maiden, Mass.. arrived last week for come as a
terrible shock to them after
the summer. Last Friday Mr. and Mrs.
such encouraging reports had been
JLeslie Ramsdell came for the rest of
the summer at their cottage on the given out concerning his condition.
Leon Libby of Cambridge spent
Knubble, South beach.Sunday on the island as the guest
Mrs. Benjamin Papkee of Medford of Loring
McKenney.
arrived last week for the rest of the
While leaning against the railing on
summer.
Mrs.
has
spent the Ferry wharf Edward O'Donneli
Papkee
many seasons on the island and is pushed the
railing too hara and bo tit
stopping at V. O. Mountfora s Casco he and the railing 'went overboard. At
Rest.
Mr. Papkee is expected next it was low tide
the fall was about lit
month for the rest of the summer.
teen feet, but being a good swirnmei
Clarence Whitney of the University he soon swam around to the steps
of Maine is spending a few weeks and was none the worse for his e.v
with his aunt, MrB. Clarence Cook. jjci icute.
West "End.
Mr.
Thomas James of Oxford street is
Whitney arrived
last Thursday.
spending the season with his parents
Mr.
and Mrs. George James at theii
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Kelley of Dorchester arrived Monday for the re- cottage on Beach avenue.
Waldo Perry of Engine one of the
mainder of the season in one of Seward's cottages, West End.
Mr. Kel- Portland Fire Department is on hit
ly is in the Assessing Department in vacation and is enjoying it at his new
the City Hall at Dorchester and so bungalow at the East End.
"Daj
will only be able to be with his fam- off"' Is the name of Mr. Perry's camp
named
after the "daj
Appropriately
ily week-ends.
in eight" allowed the firemen.
Mrs. Betsy Viles of Skowhegan, Me.
B.
Napoleon
Chase
of
the island re
died Monday of last week at her cotturned Saturday after a brief busi
Mrs. Viles had
tage at West End.
ness trip in Boston.
been ill for a long time and came to
Philip Tukey of Dartmouth College
the island expecting
to regain
hor
holder of the 220 high hurdles record
health and strength, but Monday she
at Portland High school
spent Sunday
died suddenly of heart disease. The
with Thomas Casey, clerk at the Cas
bnrial took place from her home in
co Bay house, who is a student
at Bos
Skowhegan.
ton University.
! Mary Murphy of Portland is the
Alice
Harrington of Westbrook
guest of Miss Mabel McGlaagnlin at
spent the week-end with her parents
her home on Island avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harrington at the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mitchell of
West End.
Portland, moved to their cottage last
Mr. Henry Blachford of Montreal
week.
They have ibeen entertaining P.
Q., arrived Wednesday morning for
Mrs. Thomas Foley and Mrs. Henry
a few weeks' stay at his
cottage. The
Mospan of Portland.
West End.
Mr. Blachford's
Joseph Farrell, Kenneth Harvey and Allston,
is
already here.
Nathan Thurmin of Medford arrived family
.rriuay tne agents or the Prudential
for a two weeks' stay at V. C. MountLife
Insurance company with theii
ford's on Garfield street.
Mr. Farrell
wives
and
invited guests enjoyed
and Mr. Harvey are tiwo good ball
their annual picnic at
Cushing s. Base
players, having played on the island ball was
played and races run before
team for two years. With these two
dinner
and
after
dinner was served
star players and Mahoney and Morgan
of Portland High school there is no dancing was enjoyed until time for the
boat to leave.
need of the team's being giv>u a back
Mr. Claude Berry is
occupying his
seat Iby any of the amateur ioums or
cottage at West End and has greal
the city or islands.
with
tiirps
Messrs.
Crawford, Hartley
Miss
Muriel
Kennedy and Miss and
^Prtorrorris, who have a cottage
Dorothy Duckett of Montreal are
next to Mr. liarry's.
guests of Miss Mildred Robinson of
Misses Dorothy and Esther Perrir
Everett Cottage.
of South Portland were guests of Mis?
Mr.
George Parsons of Portland
Etta Floyd Sunday.
spent the week-end on the island, the
Miss Helen Gaston entertained ovel
guest of friends.
Miss Destell, East End has been en- Sunday the Misses Helen Parker anc
Ferguson of Portland.
tertaining her son Henry, of Melrose. Olga
Frank Connor of Portland, spent the
Mary Bennett of Portland is the
week-end as the guest of William Ma
guest of Miss Marion McDonough.
At the Old Homestead, Mrs. Cook honey on the island.
Mr. and Mrs. John Morgan of Port
has been entertaining Mr. and Mrs.
Chas, Hannaford of Gorham, Mr. and land spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. J. Hannaford of Deenng and John McCann at Comfort Cottage.
Mr. Oilman Martin and family spent
Mrs. A. C. Hannaford of Winthrop. It
the week-end at their
was a family reunion and a
camp on Beacli
joyous avene.
Sunday they entertained the
and happy time was enjoyed by all.
Chase
family of Woodfords, Miss Ida
Mr. J. B. Webber is spending the
Chase of Boston, the Conkrite
slimmer with his family at nis
family
camp of
Woodfords, Mrs. Haskell and son
lvasi. raici.
of Massachusetts and Mrs. brown
and
Stanley Dole, Bowdoin '13, spent the
week end on the island visiting old daughter Lena from Stroudwater.
James
Leone and wife of Portland,
friends and renewing acquaintances.
Four years ago after graduating from spent Sunday on the island as the
guests
of
our new
Portland High school Mr. Dole played
barber, Dominic
Russo.
on the island baseball team and
it is
Dr.
J.
Roberts of Medford, arrived
noticed he was awarded his letter by
Monday for a two weeks' stay at Mer
the athletic council at college.
rill's
Beach
Ave. House on Beach Ave,
Miss Nan Flaherty of Portland, is
Dr. Roberts will prove a
valuable ac
spending the week with Miss Adelaide
quisition
to
the island ibaseball team
Mahoney at Doughty's.
as he in an infielder of
no mean abil
Steve St. John and Burleigh WaterHe was in his college
man of the Deering district spent the ity.
days cap
tain
of
Tufts
Dental
baseball team.
week-end
as
the guests
or
Waldo
Magazines
of
all
Cleveland at Doughty's Landing. Mr.
kinds, daily anc
St. John and Mr. Waterman are good Sunday papers, are offered for sale or,
the
counters
of
Day's Spa.
baseball players, having been awardThe de
ed their letters from Deering High licious ice cream served at their coun
i ters is the best obtainable.
school.

GET THE HABIT
trading with

us and

thereby get the best in

Groceries, Meats and Provisions
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS

Our wagons

ISLAND

cover

every part of the island several times
each day

CLARK & GRIITIN

AVENUE;

LONG ISLAND

EVERYTHING
Garden

Hose, Gloves, Druggists' Sundries, Mechanical Rubber
If it's Rubber you want, call at

PORTLAND RUBBER

CO., 259 Middle St.

The Best in the Market
Quick Delivery
Telephone Connection
We Supply You With Everything for the Table Under ONE Account

FRANK L. PINKHAM
South

Huyler's

Harpswell Market

Chocolates Just Received.

-

-s

Try the Cool Soda at Our Fountain

WHAT'S THE USE OP A ROOP THAT YOU
TO nEEP TINKERING b

HAVE

GENASCO

Ready Roofing
(Mineral

and Smooth

Surface)

end to your roof troubles.
It is made of Trinidad Lake As-

puts

an

phalt, the natural waterproofer.
It

gives you absolute weatherprotection years after ordinary
roofing has "passed away."

The Barber Asphalt Paving
Company makes Genasco.
They have mined and refined asphalt for more than'twenty-five
years, and

are

the

largest

makers of

ready roofing

COME AND GET SAMPLES

Distributors

j

in the world

C. M. RICE PAPER CO.

PORTLAND,

ME.

ROCKMERE HOUSE
AND COTTAGES
Little) ohn's Island, Maine
G.

H.

HAMILTON, Prop.

Right on the shore, with 100-ft.
elevation.
Set in spruce
grove,
Accommodates
100.
Excellent
cuisine.
Daily mails. Open until
Oct, 1.
Rates on application.

Write Ideas For
I

T

vlvj

Island

thought

bowling alleys, pool room, Dutch
lunch, Japanese Tea Room and
our Famous Spring Water.
A
trained nurse and physical instructor are on the hotel staff. Short*
dinner including
lobster, served
daily for 75 cents. Hates and circulars on application.

of

Dr. Arthur MacVane and wife spent
Sunday on the Island as the guests of
Dr. MacVane's brother, Dr. William
MacVane at his nerw summer home,
the Maitlan at West End.
Miss Margaret Flaherty of Portland
spent the week end on the island as
guest of the McOlaughlins.
What might have been a serious accident was avoided .by the nne swimming of Mr. Charles Crawford, who
swam a long distance and rescued Mr.
A. W. Hartley, who was seized with
a cramp while
swimming about ««venty-flve feet from shore.
Mr. Charles Floyd, who has served
for the spring months as quarter-mastert on the ialand steamer
Foresv
Queen, has resigned and is now spend-

ing tho

summer

months

on

the island.

Moving Picture Plays!

CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
EARN $25 OR MORE WEEKLY

We Will Show You How

If you have ideas—if you can think—we will
show you the secrets of this
fascinating new profession.
Positively no experience or literary excellence necessary. No
"flowery
language" is wanted.
The demand for
photoplays is practical y unlimited. The big film manufacturers aie
"moving
heaven and earth" in their
atttmpts to get enough good plots to supply the ever
increasing demand.
They are offering $100 and more, for single scenarios, or written ideas.
We have received many letters from the film
manufacturers, such as VI

TAGRAPH, KOI SON,
ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX, IMF, REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION,
COMRTT,
ETC.,
us
to
send
urging
photoplays ;o them. We want more writers and we'll gladly teachMELIKS,
you the secrets

of success.

We

are

Perhaps

selling photoplays written by people who "never before
we

will write it out

as

do

the same for you.
If you can think of
directed by us, and it sells for only $25, a low

can

wrote a line for

publication."

only one good idea every week, and
figure.

YOU WILL EARN $100 MONTHLY FOR SPARE TIME WORK
CD 17 V SENO your NAME AND ADDRESS AT ONCE FOR FREE COPY

rtvCflli

OUR

ILLUSTRATED BOOK,

Don't hesitate.
Don't argue.
you and your future.

Write

NATIONAL AUTHORS'

INSTITUTE

now

"MOVING PICTURE

and learn

OF

PLAYWRI1INC

just what this new profession

1543

It Is with extreme
regret that w<
report the sudden death of Wlllian
son
McDonough,
of Police
Captain
McDonough, -which occured Monday
afternoon, July 14. Mr. McDonough had
been ill for a while
previously, out
even on the day oi! his death it was

Broadway

may mean for

NEW YORK CITY

Bustin's Island
Among the many interesting trips
that can be taken in and about Casco
Bay none can rival the one taken b>
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Clark on
Satur
day. In the first place, they desired
to go to Cliff Island,
where
their

daughter, Marian, was visiting witli
friends, but not Knowing just how to
get
there early Saturday morning
they took the steamer "Maquoit" and
sailed for Chebeague Island.
After
arriving there they walked the entire length of
Chebeague, a distance
of four miles, without
meeting a soul.
When

the other side Mr. Clark
to spy a little native
boy
who agreed to row them from the
island to the upper end of Cliff Island.
This was a most
thrilling ride and
would have made an excellent picture could it have been
photographed.
Mr. Clark Bat in the front of
the
little craft, and the chubby native sat
in the middle doing his best to make
the somewhat cumbersome boat move
and to complete it Mrs. Clark sat in
the rear and patiently awaited thp
time when they would near Cliff Island. After a while they arrived on
the island and had to walk the entire
length of It before they reached their
friends' house. They had been tnere
only a short time before they started
back.
On the return trip they took
the steamer "Pilgrim" to Jenk's Landing at Chebeague, and from
there
rode by team to the Hlllcrest Hotel.
Then they walked to the shore and
hired a man to take them bark to
Dustln's.
This novel
trip
greatly
pleased Mr. and
Mrs.
Clark, for
everywhere they went they met with
on

happened

sight.
Mrs. fl. 8. Brown and son. Ben, of
Danlelson, Conn., are spending n
month at Miss Marie A. Wellington's
cottage, "The Homewood."
Wilson and Co., who conduct the
some new

store and restaurant during the summer months on this Island, are doing very well, considering the time
of the season. The restaurant, which
Is one of the best In the bay because
of the excellent meals served there
and the splendid view which Is obtainable from Its windows, Is receiving
more and more guests, and by
the
end of the week It Is expected that
Its patronage will be greatly Increas-

ed,

as

It surely deserves to be.

Groceries
Provisions
Meats
We

are

Paints
Hardware
Dry Goods

prepared to supply all

your wants

Long Island Market
Head of

Doughty's Pier, Long Island, Me.

Casco Bay
House
CHARLES E.CUSHING

Prop.

LONG ISLAND
MAINE
Leading hotel

on the island. Finest view of Casco
Bay possiPine groves alongside the house, with rockers and hammocks
use
of guests.
Best of bathing, boating and
fishing
privileges. Clam Bake house accommodates 500 guests with dancing privileges. Open June IE to Sept. 15. Rates and circulars on
application. Accommodates 100.
Fine steamboat service.
Only
thirty minutes' sail from Portland. Oome to our hotel and
enjoy a
pleasant vacation. Excellent table. Sea Food in abundance.

ble.

for

the

Entrance to Wildwood

Inn.

WILDWOOD INN

We beg to

announce that the Inn
14th. Shore dinners, 75c—$1.00—$1.50,
noon tea 35c, served in Japanese Tea
(screened) seating about 100 persons.

IS OPEN for the season since June
will be served, also a la carte. After-

Room.

Veranda

We use
our
Shady Walks, Rustic House, Bathing Beach. Parties
dinners, etc. 'Phone 8102-12, Cumberland.
JOS.

Cor.

Room
Dining
Spring Water.
wishing to arrange for
own

FETTER, Prop.

Congress

and Oak Sts.

The atore of Quality

Special values White Lingerie and Crepe
Waists, high and Dutch neck, long and
short

sleeves, prettily trimmed with
laces and hand embroidered; also with
double frill
and
open back, value

$3.00
White

Middy Waist

collar;
cadet,
cuffs

White

98c

....

with navy blue flannel
also White Balkan Waist with
turkey red and white collar and

special 98c

Lingerie Waists, high

and

Dutch

short sleeves, prettily
neck, long
trimmed,also plain effects special 98c
and

Pure Thread

Silk

cotton

Stockings

with double

soles, high spliced heels, double
tops, white and black, value $1.00 75c
Pure

Thread

Silk

Stockings, Outsizes,

double cotton soles, high spliced heels,
double tops, value $1.25
85c

Extra

Quality

Lisle

Stockings,

double

soles, high spliced heels and double

tops, value 50c
3 pairs $1.00

per

pair 35c

Pure Tricot Silk Gloves, 16 button length,
guaranteed double finger tips, whjte
and black, value 89c
59c
Pure

Milanese

Silk

Gloves,

16

button

length, guaranteed double finger tips,
white and black, value $1.25
$I.OO
Pure Tricot Silk Gloves, two silk covered
clasps, guaranteed double finger tips,

white,

black, grey and tan,
colors, value 50c

sizes In all

not

all

39o

The

LARGEST SUMMER

From June to

RESORT JOURNAL IN NEW
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will make

a
series
friends in Maine.

"Wednesday. __wh'ch.

jproy.ed -i
very
pleasant affair. A picnic dinner was
a
pleasant feature of the day and

bathing
joyed.

and a social time were enRoses formed the floral decorations and the party included Mrs.
James Jason, Mrs. George
Scribner,
Mrs. John Meserve, Mrs. P. J. McTigue, Mrs. William Barnes and Miss
Hazel Richards of Manchester and
Mrs. William Dillon of Boston.
Miss Alice Brown of Winthrop is
visiting at the home of Mrs. Cleorge
Brown for a few weeks.
Mrs. Eliza Mansiss
of
Waltham,
Mass., is at the island the guest of
her sister, Mrs. Enoch W. Hunt and

of

viBits

with

|

E. P.
Jones at their R'."jmer home in Sterling Row. f
Mr. an£ Mrs. Charles H.
Raynor of
Daytr/.a, Florida, who have spent
their summers at Bailey's Island are
this year at Trefethen in Oak
cottage
where they will remain until September.
The Misses Runk are also registered at Oak Cottage, comfng from
Montreal the past week.
Mrs. N. H. Oliver and her daughter, with their maid, of Washington,
D. C., are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert E. Waite at their summer home
at Evergreen, where they are

pleasantly

entertained.

being

The Ladies Circle of the Second
Parish church will hold their first annual picnic with Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Steel at their summer home at Trefethen on July twenty-seventh. This is
an
annual
affair
which
is always
looked forward to with great pleasure
the
members.
by

505-507 Congress St.

Mid-Summer Sale

Four Hundred Ladies' and Misses' Summer Dresses at
Enormous Savings
PRETTY AND ORIGINAL ARE THESE SUMMER PRODUCTIONS
This splendid assortment sets the
pace for completeness for it covers the
range of desired styles as no
other sale has ever done, either here or elsewhere.

EMBROIDERED LAWN DRESSES
Two different styles

for $1.95

LOT NO. 2
$5.98 and *7.98
RATINE AND LINEN DRESSES
Foar different fitylen

Por $2.95

Dinner of

Mrs.

PIERCE

»—
Charles H." Barker

Richard,

the

moat sightly and comfortable sail In
Bay
excellenca. Steamer at 10 a.m. from Custom House Whar
Finest auto trip out of Portland
F. A.

of

summer

Cambridge,
at the

and

on

are spending
Wallace cottage

one.

Mr. and Mrs. James Daley of Somerville, who have been guests of Mrs.
Daley's parents, will return later in

LOT NO. 3

$7.98

STRIPED VOILE DRESSES

Blue nnd white or black and white

Por $3.95
LOT NO. 4

$8.98, $10.08 and $12.98
EIBOREO VOILE, CREPE, RATINE AND
LINEN DRESSES
Por $5.00

Extraordinary Sale of $1.50 and $2.00
Ladies' New Pure Silk Hose
for 79c Per Pair

A LEADING AND WELL KNOWN BRAND
300
colors pink, light blue, tan,
pairs,
lavender,
Nell
taupe,
rose, navy, maize, Nile green, gray, red,
black and white. Ail have deep
garter tops with
reinforced heel, sole and toe. All sizes.

her friends on her annual visits.
The members of the Evergreen Social club unexpectedly called on Mrs.
Alvan Strout (Maud Packard) at her
new home on Thursday afternoon and
pleasantly surprised her with a shower of kitchen utensils of every description. Light refreshments were served
and the members present to enjoy
this pleasant ocasion were Mrs. Harry
n-astman, jhiss Olive Kastman, Mrs.
W. H. Durgin, and her house guest,
Mrs. A. M. Chambers, Mrs. Donald
Garden, Mrs. Charles Harris, Mrs. J.
Park Rockwell,
Mrs.
Albert Cook,
Mrs. Ella Skillin. Miss Hattle Skillin.
Mrs. Arthur Webber, Mrs. George Williams, Mrs. Oscar Skillin, Mrs. Albert
Waite, Mrs. W. H. Lane, Mrs. Embert
Robinson, Mrs. W. O. Peterson, Mrs.
Walter
Lovell, Mrs. Ellen Sclioles,
Mrs. Thomas Foss, Mrs. Fred Saunders, Mrs. H. W. Stuart.
Another popular dance rras held
Thursday evening in Webber Hall by
the Improvement Association, many
of the hotel guests and summer visitors being present and many pretty
gowns were noticed among the dancers.
Ice cream was served at intermission and Mrs. Fred Haley and Mrs.
James Berry assisted Mrs. Carleton in
serving.
Delightful music for dancing was furnished by Miss Marion
Whitmore.
Mr. and Mrs. George Owen of Bolton
street, Deering, who formerly
spent their summers at Tretetnen, are
spending a few days on the island,
the guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
George
Bliss.

Rinking

Stili a Popular Sport.
Majestic Rink, Mr. Crandall,
proprietor, is having the biggest and
The

best week of the season so far.
Every
week is better than the preceding one
and as the Majestic always takes the
lead in comfort-bringing innovations,
its popularity is assured as well as n

steady patronage.

A SELECT SHOPPING PLACE.

Many discriminative buyers have for
yearn selected their
choicest
purchases from the large lines of dry
goods, fancy goods, cloaks and chll
dren's wear carried by Owen, Moore
& Co., of Congress street. During the
intervening time since last summei
this store has put on a new aspect
and

Is

even

more

attractively

il> Increanlng patronage—to the shopper's own advantage always.

A Handy Place to Go,
You must tuirely need some article
Of furniture this year to replenish
your cottage goods.
Whether It be a
pinzza chair, a table, a set of motor-

cushions,

or

!

The

hotel

has
seventeen
guests
far and before the end
of next week the
Mi.
proprietor,
Hamilton, expects to have nearly
room
in
every
the house taken.
The
tennis court has been all fixed
up
for the use of the occupants of the
house.
It
is
hoped that
tennis
matches with other islands may be
as
soon
as
played
the
season
adso

vances.

Monday a party of twenty people
from the hotel went to Whaleboat
Island for a clambake in Mr. Hamilton's boat, "The Esther."
After
a
stay of a few uours iue jolly party returned home with singing of songs
and telling of stories.
The first concert of the season was
held at this house on Thursday evening. The entertainers were among
those who are spending their summer nere.
Mr. and Mrs. Bly of Everett, Mass., each rendered
splendid
recitations, the former giving "The
Soul of a Violin," and the latter "Mrs.
Floriday's Tea Party."
Besides this
there were vocal solos, instrumental
solos and a fine rendering of Victor
records.
Frank N. Harrington of
Sergeant
Allston, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Bates and sister,. Flora"
Bates," of
Boston, are -the guests of Mrs. A. N.
Bates at tne Somerville cottage.
Mr snd Mrs. Joseph Hearau and
family of Boston, Mass., are spending
the month of July at the "Alpine Cot-

Open

from June 28. Six

tail of

lighting

newly fitted

,

!

and

every de-

adjustment.

Assembly Hall

Dancing every evening. First class
music. Finest and cosiest
dancing
! surface in Casco Bay. Other attrac; tions to be announced.
1

,

1

|

HENRY W.

CALDWELL, Proprietor

EASTERN LANDING

CHEBEAGUE

ANNOUNCEMENT
4*

IrtU (Jkfst"

GREAT CHEBEAGUE'S LEADING HOTEL
WILL REMAIN OPEN THROUGH
SEPTEMBER, ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL MONTHS AT THE ISLAND.
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET AND SPECIAL RATES UPON
APPLICATION TO C. W. HAMILTON,
:
:
:

Prop.

:

tage."
Mr.

and Mrs. L. E. Muran
and
of Milton, Mass., are summerin
"The Kingston Cottage" for the
ing

family

Season of

1913, June
to Oct.

season.

Summit
House

Mr.

Stanley Chisholm of
Melrose,
Mass., is spending a few days with
his parents at "The Bayview Cottage."

Mr. F. C. Underhill, Mr. Harold
Fuller and Mr. Thomas Haines of
Chebeague
South Framlngham, Mass., who spent
Island
the Fourth at "The Elms," returned
up on me east end hill, where cool
air
la
always
stirring.
Overto their homes this week, but hope looking the ocean and the restful Island
scenery or held and wood. No betto come back in a fortnight to spend ter spot for complete rest and
recreation. Table and service
first-class.
the remainder of their vacations on Accommodates, with cottage, 75
guests. Rates reasonable.
the island.
Messrs. Underhill
and
MRS. CLINTON M.
HAMILTON, Proprietor.
Fuller are connected with the Department of Superintendents in Dennison's Tag Manufactory. Mr. Haines
is the town treasurer of South Framiiiguaiii.

Mr.

W.

Booth

Mr.

and

Mrs.

of

Montreal

will

spend the week end with his wife at
"The Highland Cottage."

Joseph Ready

family of Dorchester, Mass.,
the "Hillcrest Cottage" for the

are

and
at

season.

Mr. Charles T. Brace and wife of
Richmond Hill, L. I., who spent last
summer
at "The Birches," are sojourning at Lake Champlain for the
summer.
Their son, Eldred C. Brace,
is spending his vacation at Titusville,

Penn.

Headquarters For Smokers.

Everything

in

the

smoker's

want

list, from the common T D pipes to
the highest-priced
fine
in
cigars.
small
will
cpiantities large or
be

found at Kirvan and Davis' store on
Middle ftrppt.
1 ocated right in the
midst of
the
down-town
business
st-ction it is handy for all tourists to
visit.
A Good Place for viood Paint.
The C. M. Hay Paint Co. located at
No. 8 Free street, is a very
handy
place to go when one is in need of
paint. If
perchance your
piazza
needs repainting or if a chair needs
to be varnished, you will
find
just
what you want in sufficient
variety
at this commodious store.

CORDES' CAPE

F. G. Cordes, Proprietor.
First- class In Every Particular
Private Dining Rooms
565 1-2—567 1-2 Congress St.

PORTLAND, MAINE
Opposite Baxter Block

Motor Boats For Sale
Also Fox and

14

ireat July
Clearance Sale
All

This
Week

Stanley Marine Motors

Halllday Stationary Engines, Perfex Ignition system, supplies, repairing,
overhauling. Gasolene for
sale.
WM. H. ROHR,

COMMERCIAL WHARF
pnpTt Awr»

Noted for Distinctive Hair
Goods of the Most Natural Appearance

While yon Are Maying In Portland
tako Advantage of the opportnnlty and
Itmpect otir fine stock. Prlcea made
jo
y< nr order. Natural grey and curly
hair In one of our Hpeclnltiea.

Odd lots and discontinued
lines of spring and summer
merchandise

on

sale at Great

Reductions.

Come!

CARLES' Hair Store

6IB Congra** St.

Portland

Massage and Hydrotherapy Treatment

Given by appointment In any part
merely an ornament
cottage rooms, there of Caaco Bay, or 'phone Portland

for ono of your
is no place where there is a larger variety to aelect from than at Frank P.
Tlbbetta Company's handsome store
on Tree street, which is stocked
with
Just what you need.

Chebeague Bowling Alleys

j regulation alleys; perfect in

Rockmere House.

registered

and

convenlontly arranged than before.
The first floor offices have been raised
up on a balcony, which is finished in
mahogany. The space thus saved is
occupied by the new department of
Infants' and children's wear, which Is
tli© mof«t complete of its kind in the
city. The rear of the first floor was
Inst year turned over to ladles' suits
and clonk* and this department is at
present one of the
busiest In the
store.
Complete outfltB for a summer ontlng at the beaches
may be
purchased here at a saving over the
prices In metropolitan cities.
The
summer people In Maine have favored
the Owen, Moore store with a stead-

boat

Littlejohn's I.

Tennis

!

son,

DANCING

-

Baseball, Shooting

Uttering tourists

exceptional

they occupied last season.
the season and occupy the Randall
Mrs. Henry Bryant, her daughter,
for two weeks. They have
Miss Ellen and her son, Irving, have bungalow
relatives in this vicinity which wJJ.1
returned from their home in Flushing,
make their stay unusually pie'
L. I., where they went last Fall to
Mrs. A. M. Chambers qf-Vvollaston is
make their home.
With Mr. J. B.
her annu.pJ "mason's visit with
Totten they will occupy their summer making
W. H. Durgin at
home until September, and have been her friend,
Mrs. Chambers
sanding.
pleasantly received by their many Evergree**.
is. clbhiy-three years old and thinks
friends since their return.
nothing of traveling alone and is as
Miss Ethel Whittier and Miss .Franactive and progressive as she was
ces Warrell of
Swathmore,- Pa., are to years ago, and
is cordialy greeted by
be the guests of M,r. and Mrs.

INCORPORATED

$5.00

m
yj
cn

(0

Newtonville, ticularly pleasant
William

Mass., with Mrs.
Cammeyer
of New York, are
pleasantly located
at a cottage in Sterling Row which

BOWLING

z
z

o
X

pleasantly established at
of New York are spending the month
their cosy
at Rockbound Park
of July at the Skillings
house, and Mr. on the backcamp
shore, and as usual have
and Mrs. Frank Ricker, of Cumber•been entertaining extensively. Among
land Mills are also spending the seatheir recent guests were Mr. and Mrs.
son there.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Plummer and William Leighton, Mr. and Mrs. Lessard of Portland, and Mr. and Mrs.
daughter,
of
Elizabeth,
Lewiston, William Burnham of
Westbrook.
have taken the "Idlewilde cottage" on
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Crocker and
Central avenue for the month of July.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
were
Smith,
Miss Alice Harvey of Bangor has armembers of a pleasant party who morived to spend the month with Miss
tored to Naples Sunday, where lunch
Plummer.
was enjoyed. The roads were in
perMr. and Mrs. Fred B. Alexander and
fect condition making the trip a parson
and
daughter of

OWEN, MOORE & CO

LOT NO. I

o

Ul
cc

Torrington Point.
Mrs. Mary A. Riley of
WilTIamsport,
Pa., who has been a regular summer
visitor at the island for the past sevMrs. Noyes and her daughter, Miss en years, will arrive the middle of this
Minnie Noyes of the Dwight School, month to spend the rest of the season
the Pearl cottage.
Boston, are at their summer home on at Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Paul ot uorchesBeacon Ridge for the season.
They
have with them Mr. and Mrs. O. A. ter are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
B. Ranchfuss and daughters of New- Dow for two weeks.
Mr. Charles Blackman has rented
York.
Mr. Ranchfuss is here for the
month of July and the family remain his cottage at Utowana farm on the
back shore to Mr. and Mrs. Haniel
for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Morris of Rum- of New York, who will remain for Ave
ford are the guests of Mrs. Morris' I weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cable have armother, Mrs. Elizabeth Brown at her
rived from their home in St. Louis
summer home at Trefethen.
Mas- and
will spend the summer with Mr.
ter John Morris has also been making
his annual summer visit witn his rela- and Mrs. Thuss and family at their
tives, arriving at the close of school. summer home at Evergreen Landing.
Mr. and Mrs. Henbert McKenney of
Mrs. Rose "Wickham and daughter
Portland, are

Miss Eliza A. Lanning of East Orange, N. J., is making an extended
visit with Mrs. Greely at her summer
home at Trefethen.

'Full Moon.

Peaks Island is a general favorite
for picnics and there is hardly a day
passes without a party in Greenwood
Garden, at different cottages or on
the back shore, for a day's outing.
Thursday, the Ladies' Auxiliary to
the B. of R. T., enjoyed an all day
outing in Greenwood Garden with a
picnic lunch at noon, and on the same
day, other smaller ^parties were on the
ibland.
Mrs. John Nissen entertained the
members of the "Summer Club" on
Thursday at her cottage, the '"Wadleigh" on Brackett avenue. Lunch was
served at noon and the day was spent
in a social time.
Among the members
present were
Mrs.
Herman
tyrant, Mrs. A. Li. Eastman, Mrs. C. H.
Sears, Mrs. Robert Henry, Mrs. Dodge,
Mrs. Hamilton, Mrs. Charles Brooks,
Mrs. Albert Smith, Mrs. Russell, Mrs.
Bond, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Witliam, Mrs.
Chipman and Mrs. Dow.
The Phi Kappa
Society girls of
South Portland will arrive Sunday for
two weeks' vacation at the Hunnewell
cottage. The party will be chaperoned
by Mrs. W. E. Johnson of East High
So.
street,
Portland.
Ruth
Miss
Coombs, a member of the Alpha
Omega Society of South Portland,
will «be one
of
the guests.
The
members
of
the
are:
society
Marion
Nelson, Bernice
Johnson,
Mary Davis, Reta Landers, Louisa
Miss
Jordan
Cobb,
and Celia Doughty.
Mrs. Ralph Purinton was hostess to
the members
of the N.
S. club, on

3J
m

Phone 90I3-II

THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1913.

Day

X
o

o

and on the Last Thursday in Each Month
from October to May.
CROWLEY & LUNT, Editors and Publishers
Office, 92 Exchange Street, Room 5, Portland, Me. Telephone 3517.
TERMS—One Year, $1.00; Summer Season, 50c; Single
Copy, 5c.

Week of July 17-23.
Sun
Length High Tide
Rises Sets of Day Morn. Eve.
4.22
7.18 14.66 10.40
4.23
7,18 14.55 11.26
4.24
7.17
14.53
4.25
7.16 14.51
0.02
4.26
7.15
14.49
0.42
4.27
7.14
14.47
1.20
4.27
7.13
14.46
1.59

CO

z

September

MINIATURE ALMANAC

Merriconeag, South Harpswell

1498M. AddreBB:

MR. A MR8. W. Q. McKEEN,
Cliff Island, Me.
Trained at the New England Sani-

tarium.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft
PORTLAND, ME.

this a

dainty collation was served on
large round table. The table was
decorated with a large birch
bark
basket filled with
ferns, evergreens,
a

Cousin's Island
Miss Martha Rittenhause, who has
been spending a vacation of ten days
at "The Brownie Cottage,'" returned
to her home at Trenton Junction, N.
J., this week, after having a most enjoyable time.

Walk-Over

White and Rubber
Sole Shoes
Tor Women and Men.

They

are

Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
Crowley and
family of West Somervllle, Mass., are
summering at "The Barnacle Cot-

tage" for the months of
August.

July

and

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Swain and
son,
of Faneuil, Mass., are occupying the Smith cottage for the sum-

Jasper,

cool

mer.

and Comfortable

Elwin

They have
Swain

Melrose, Mass.

as

and

their guests Mrs.
Morton, of

son,

Last week in front of S. G. Bissett's
cottage there was an elaborate Fourth
of July celebration.
There
were
about sixty guests assembled around

HUTCHINSON'S
WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP

wild roses and wild lilies of the
valThis rustic basket was
ley.
placed
in the middle of the table.
Surrounding it was a circle of beautiful green
moss, which was entwined in
and
about the basket.
Inserted in this
moss were tiny
lighted candles which
served as a most
unique illumination
for the table.
In front of each person's place was a small birch
bark
basket filled with wild roses.
When
the dainty collation was over all
went
home, voting the affair a great success.
Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. G. S. Smitheman and
daugnter. Miss Clara Smitheman of Haddenfield, N. J., and the Misses Julia
Neely, Helen Booth, Sarah Collins,
Helen Mair, Amelia Mair, Marie Lawton and Miss Edyth
Lawton, all of
Pennsylvania.
Mrs. H. C. Thompson of Philadelphia, Penn., has reopened her cottage

July Clean-Up

Sale
Women's Suits
Every" Day—until

shop

tomorrow

values.

none

early

all

sold. Those that
course find the better

are

will of

Because of the very great reductions in
of these Suits will be sent on approval

changed.

prices
or ex-

Altogether there are about 100 Suits—in many of the
styles there is but one, and no quantities in any one style.
These Suits represent the highest grades of materials and
workmanship shown in $25, $30 and $35 Suits. But they
must be sold.
It being so near the time lor next Fall's
models to be taking their space on racks and in cases.
They have all been grouped at one

"The Firledge" for the summer and
the house to watch the beautiful dis- has as her guests Mrs. R. E. Denniof
play
fireworks.
—cer
the son and daughters, Mrs. Crewitt and
this
guests were invited into the house Mrs. M. T. Goodman, all of Philadelwhere ice cream and cake were serv- phia, Penn.
ed.
The broad porch and spacious
Mrs. Thornton nas installed a new
roomB within "The Daybreak" affordengine for an artesian well and exed a fine place to dance.
This sport pects to have it in
Not a Suit in the lot that ever sold for less than
running condition
was enjoyed by all until the
wee
in the near future.
and many as high as $35. Good range of sizes and colors.
hours of the morning when the
Mrs. W. M. Howatt has as liei
party
broke up and all went home after a
SUIT DEPT., SECOND FLOOR
guests for the week end her mother,
most enjoyable time.
Mrs. Julia A. Clifford, and her sister,
The Misses Elsie and Betty Lind- Miss
Isabel Clifford, of Portland, Me.
say and Mr. Harry Haywood of YarMiss Gladys Estes of Gorham, Me.,
mouth, Me., spent a few
as
is a guest of Mrs. A. E. Neal for a
days
guests of the Doyles at the "West few days.
uove" cottage.
Mr. Benjamin Larcom and family
Last Friday there was a
very ex- and Mr. Walter Smith and family,
citing baseball game played on the both of Beverly, Mass., are occupying
Harmony Hill grounds between the their camps at Groves Point for the
Athletics and the Red Sox, the nines summer.
Mr. Smith is one of tbe
each being composed of six
young paymasters of the Boston and Maine
men and three
The Railroad.
young ladies.
Athletics won an easy
Mrs. W. A. Hauck of Somerville,
\ictory from
the Red Sox, obtaining a score of Mass.,
expects her husband to spend
19-4.
The first rate playing of Chas. the week with her at "The Forusall."
Babcock, the winning side's first baseMr. J. Carlton Hinckley of Medford,
man, was the chief factor which kept Mass., returned home after a pleasSome of the features that make it a little more
down the opposing team's score.
Mr. ant stay with his parents, Mr. and
Selwin Prime pitched the first half Mrs. J. F.
desirable than the other beautilul islands of Casco
Hinckley, at the "Forusali."
of the game until knocked out of the
Last week Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Chanbox by a fast fly.
water
Miss Sarah Col- dler of New Gloucester, Me., and Mr.
lins, the famous Philadelphian pitch- and Mrs. C. M. Bowker spent a most
water
without any contamination
pure
eress, threw a splendid ball during enjoyable day at "The Gurnet." They
the remainder of the
the started in the morning and rowed
game, but
beach
where one can
without
Athletics* battery proved too good for over to the Trimble farm.
They were
her team.
Another game that prom- shown through
an
abundance
of
wild raspthe
newly-arranged
ises by far more excitement than the hotel and
were much
pleased with
berries
and
first game will take place next Satur- its neat and
for
all.
The
tidy appearance. From
day between the Athletics and the there they rode in Tvlr.
Chandler's
Seashore
Land
still
Co.
a
have
few
desirable
5000
Red Sox.
auto to "The Gurnet" and had a flue
Mrs. C. R. Cutlip, Mr. and
and
Mrs. shore dinner.
foot lots on streets 50 feet wide
About night fall Mr.
E.
C. Hallett,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
VV. and Mrs. Bowker returned to their
E. Severance and Miss
restricted for
from 2c to 3c
Alice Leon- home on the island, while the Chanterms
ard, all of Dorchester, Mass., ar- dlers rode on to New Gloucester.
to
suit.
Cousins'
Island
is
in
a
rived on Cousins this
week
way
from
Mrs. C. E. Gurney of Portland, Me.,
Harpswell Centre, Me., where they entertained her sewing club Wednesthat attracts the best class of summer residents.
spent a week or so.
Mr. and Mrs. day of this week. The afternoon was
E. C. Hallett and family are now ocsociably spent in sewing and neighFOR INFORMATICS SEE
cupying the "Maple Cottage" for a borly gossip.
Throughout the afterfew weeks, while the rest of the
refreshments
were
party noon
served.
are at "The Ridge House."
Among those who were present were
Last Friday afternoon a
party of Mrs. John H. Turner and daughter,
Hill
Harmony
colonists composed of Dorothy, Mrs. George F. Gould and
about 31 people, took a trip around
647 FOREST
Hill
and
PORTLAND
son, Edwin, Mrs. Ernest
Eagle Island in
Captain
Sawyer's Mrs. Benjamin Robinson, all of Portmotor boat, "Handy Andy." The
party land. They journeyed home by motor
or
S.
Cousins
started early in the afternoon and boat after a
most enjoyable
afterafter sailing about the bay for a few UUOI1.
hours, rounded Robert Peary's famous
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Norton and
island.
During the trip the spirit of children of Newton Highlands, Mass.,
the people was enlivened both
by are being entertained for a week by
dainty refreshments and the singing Mrs. Gurney.
of popular melodies.
At sunset the
CHEBEAGUE, MAINE
Mrs. William Bucknam and daughparty returned to their island, after ter. Miss E. H. Bucknam of SomerWe are disposing of our property, numbering over one hundred
acrejy.
a most pleasant afternoon
on
the ville, Mass., are at "The Talbot Cot- and in all sections of the" island we can show
you desirable lots.
Shore
water.
tage" for the summer.
groves and secluded spots are offered.
sites,
Rates
reasonable.
Mr. A.
The Misses Mable
and
Marion
Mr. O. \V. Doyle and family of Yar- R. Littlefield, Central Landing, Great
will
show
Chebeague,
gladly
any inDoyle of Yarmouth, Me., who have mouth, Me., and Mr. and Mrs. Cleve- terested the
property of this estate.
been summering at the "West Cove" land
of Boston, Mass., spent Thurscottage, have gone to Chebeague is- day evening at Chebeague
Island.
land, where they will remain for the They motored over in the good old
rest of the summer.
in procuring land for
launch, "Bonito." The trip over was
Among the recent arrivals at "The without an .untoward incident * nd a summer cottage, bungalow or investment it will be for your advantage tn
Ridge Farmhouse" are Mr. and Mrs. all had a merry time at the dance investigate the property of Mrs. M. A. Charleson, some sixty acres at Great
Desirable sites with shore front, fine spring water and
Walter E. Severance of Dorchester, which was held at
Chebeague, Maine.
Assembly Hall. cool,
shady groves. Lots are now ollered at $100 and upwards, rine inMass.; Mrs. C. R. Cutlip and Miss The trip home was
successful
fairly
vestment
land
as
values increase each year.
Alice Leonard of the same place; but after
Would be pleased to show the
making a stop at the CousMrs. R. E. Dennison,
Miss
Grace ins' Island wharf the engine of the property to any interested.
MRS. M. A. CHARLESON, Great Chebeague, Maine.
Dennison and Miss Agnes Dennison, good
ship "Bonito'r simply refused to
all of Germantown, Penn.
go for a few minutes.
However this
On last Tuesday evening a
very en- trouble lasted for only a short time
e
joyable surprise and birthday party and soon all arrived home safe and
Maine
was given by Mr. and
Mrs. G.
S.
sound.
Auto delivery, prompt service, carefully selected
Smitheman of Haddenfield, New Jergoods
Albert Davis and family of Woodin
honor of Ivliss Sarah Collins fords
sey,
as
of
the
spent
guests
Sunday
Jce
Cream
and
of Philadelphia. Penn.
Fresh
Products
The
affair Mr. and Mrs. Bowker at the cottook place at the "Red and Green"
tage.
REFRESHMENT
AND
ICE
CREAM
PARLOR
CONNECTED
bungalow.
Ii. S. Davis Co., Portland, are showThe early part of the evening was
ing some suitable cottage and piazza
devoted to the playing of a progres- chairs and
rockers that are real barsive game of "Five nundred."
Telephone Your Wants
After gains. Adv.
Quick Service to Oar Customers

$15.00

544 CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND

$25

J. R. LIBBY COMPANY

CHEBEAGUE CASH STORE
HAMILTON'S LANDING

The store of quality, and whore the trade
is assured of getting the
best obtainable. Our Candy and
Fancy Cracker departments are stocked
•with the best on the market Remember we are
headquarter* for meats,
if you want the best. Quality is our
motto. Our team and auto are
at
your service.

COAL,

ICE & GASOLENE AND MOTOR BOAT
SUPPLIES.

HAMILTON & HAMILTON
ARTHUR H. HAMILTON

GREAT

WILBERT R. HAMILTON

CHEBEAGUE,

MAINE

*

We are prepared to do all
baggage expressing and teaming at short notice. Our automobile will serve
you promptly.
Freight Agents for the Casco Bay & Harpswell Lines.
Visit our ice cream parlor and be served
with the best ice cream, confectionery, cake, pastry, soda, etc. Light lunches served
evenings. Everything first class.

HOWARD S. HAMILTON

General Contractor and
GREAT

Complete

contracts

fcJuilder

CHEBEAGUE, MAINE
performed for buildings, cottages,

made and

alterations, repairs, etc. Estimates furnished on
application. Expert workmen.
Cottage work a specialty". Cottage lots for sale and
desirable cottages to rent. We care for estates.

CHEBEAGUE
SOUVENIR

SHOP

AND CIRCULATING LIBRARY

FALMOUTH HOTEL
PORTLAND,

FIR PI I LOWS A SPECIALTY
Made from Chebeague fir tips. Best
and most costly to manufacture.
Newest and largest line of Post
Cards in Chsco Bay, 40.C00 in Btock.
Public Library.
Post Office.

Opp.

H. W. BOWEN

Hill Crest and South Road

European

MAINE

and American Plan

Most Centrally Located
Hotel in Portland

Proprietor

J. J. FOOLER,

Cousins Island

Bay:

10,000

KING OF THEM ALL
BOTTLED AT THE WORLD FAMED

SPRING

AT ALL RELIABLE

DRUGGISTS,
GROCERS, SODA SHOPS AND

Underwood
432

Congress

Spring Corporation

St.

Phone 1995

If your grocer doesn't sell it ask him

DAY'S SPA

why

he doesn't

Island Ave., Long Island

Visit oar cool Tee Cream Parlor and ret the best in Frozen Sheets, Confectionery.
Appollo Chocolates and Box Candies. Our line of Cieais, Cigarettes and Smokers'
Supply will please you. 8 mvenir Goods and Postal Cards of all kinds. At our
Boda Fountain we have the Choicest Syrups, Soft Drinks,etc. > apers and Magazines

E. P. & R. P. MAHONEY

Proprietors

MAJESTIC RINK
Roller

Skating

RSLiyg

Moving Pictures

Only Rink In New England Running Movintr Pic urc» In Connection With
Roller Bknting, 12,0.10 Feet of Films Weekly. Three i hnnge* of Program.
Mnalc Afternoon* by
ChNn<1l*-r'« Banrl

AFTERNOON FREE

Military

Bund

Orann.

Afternoon* 2 to 5 P. M.

Row boat* to let by hoar, day or
week.
Ferrying to Llttlejobn'*.
Booth Freeport, etc. Boat stage at
Hamilton's landing.

W. i TRUFANT,

Chebeague'Jsland

enjoy bathing
clams;

blackberries,

sale; prices

enough

properly
foot;

being developed

C. M. BOWKER
AVENUE,

J.

DAWES,

Island

Cottage Site Seekers

Muwlc Evenlna* by W. E.
Eventnfl* 7.30 fo 10 P. M.

EVENING ADMISSION 10c

Counting

CHEBEAGUE FISH MARKET
Hamilton'* Landing. Chebaftgu*

We anpply the (able with the beat obtainable in deep nea food. Our prloea are
low fnd ve deliver promptly. FntfMfAction guaranteed. Our clerk will call if
deaircd.

the

Cost

"I often wonder," said a local merchant
recently,
"why our bill for toll calls isn't larger each month,
when I stoj) long enough to consider the use we
make of the telephone, both at the store and at
home.

CLEAVES,

Cash Grocer and Baker

There isn't

nearer

to

a

Reputation Chocolates Here. Always Fresh.
First Class Laundry Agency.
Market at West Harpswell
Delivery all over South Harpswell
Get

AUCOCISCO

town where I do business but

me

by
;
can get into
every town in New England all in one
day, tell about my stock, quote my prices, make
my deals and sit right here with my eyes on the
home store all the time. Most of the
people I sell
to like that way of doing business.
"As for the folks at home, they
keep in touch
with all their friends everywhere, and
my daughter
there at Welleslcy isn't a bit
lonely, for she has
mother's counsel, and it's the same
way with Bob
in Boston.
"Do you think I would let that telephone out of
my reach? No sirree! It's not only money in my
pocket in my business, but we are in the center of
a

big

world of real live

people, just
anywhere."

because

we can

Every Bell Telephone is
a Long Distance Station
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Daily

DUNN BROTHERS
Groceries, Provisions and General Mdse.

than even next door.
I can
beat many competitors by
selling my goods over
the telephone before they can get there
train I
seems

call up anyone,

Fhe New Launch For Sailing Parties

recently analyzed showing
whatever;

Bakery

UNDERWOOD GINGER ALE
UNDERWOOD

Spring

bathing
being chilled;

E. H.

DRINK

—

mil COTTAGE

CLIFF

ISLAND, ME.

References
rales

for

September.

Special
June and
—

Mrs. K. B. BATCHELOR

WH HAKE A SPECIALTY
OF

D.J. MacDDNALI), Proprietor

Souvenir Spoons,

Brooches, Novelties,

etc.

GEO. T. SPRINGER
Watch**,

Diamonds,

J*w*!ry,

811 v*rw*r*

SU

C«r(irrM

AMERICAN DAIRY LUNCH

Portliind,

Me

121 Commercial Street, nearly opposite Island Steamers
and
South
Portland Ferry
180 Middle 8treet,
nearly opposite
Poatoffice.
Milk, Cream, etc., fresh from dairy
farm dally. Beat of foods, quickest
service, reasonable charges.
Finest equipment In the East. Visit
us when
In town. Elite Lunch, 487
and 491 1-2 Congress street for la-

dles.

Nov Is He Time to Subscribe Tor the Breeze

Littlefield & Co.

GROCERS
109-111 COMMERCIAL STREET

PORTLAND,

ME.

If you want the beat in
Groceries,
Meats and Provisions at reasonable
charges our store is the place for you
to trade. We supply hotels,
cottssas,
yachts and schooner parties.
Island
patronage solicited and satisfaction
guaranteed to all.
to
Handy
steamboat wharves.

Cottage

Furniture

We are showing the latest designs
in cottage and piazza furniture. A visit
to our store will convince you that
we have just what you want to complete the cottage.
Our bay patrons will at this season
of the year find bargains in every de-

partment.

Prompt shipment guaranteed.

YORK & JACKSON
New Portland Theatre Building

fll PREBLE

STREET,

PORTLAND

On Bus tin's Isle, the faire *t gem upon
my breast."

Bustins Island
Bustin's Island Village
Corporation.
At a meeting held in
the grove on
Saturday afternoon, July
the
12,
charter granted by the
Legislature
was accepted
by the property owners of BuBtin's Island.
This action
gives effect to the act and it Is now
In operation.
Under the terms of the act the following officers were elected:
Board of overseers:
Frederic D.
Fuller, Elmer S. Hosmer, Charles W.
C. Newhall, Frederic W.
Mar, Enola
C. Brainard.
Clerk:
Freeman M. Grant; treasurer:
Frank C. Garfield.

The act of incorporation
empowers
the actual owners of real
estate while
on the Island to exercise
a
large
amount of control over the
affairs
of the Island.
It gives them control
of sanitary and police
regulations,
of the expenditure of such
sums as
may be appropriated by the town of
Freeport for the
maintalnence
of
Bustin's and a limited right to provide
for further improvements
by levying
special taxeB.
A second meeting will be held next
Saturday morning to take action on
the code of by-laws which will at that
time be presented by the Board of

West,

To dear old Maine.
Like homing doves we spread our
wings once more.
Back to old Maine; we love her rockbound shore,
We love her Isles, but Bustln's best
of all,
We'll sing her praises far and
near,
to great and small.
We're

FOR SALE

EVERITE PAINTS

BY

guarantee satisfaction.
Made in colors, ready to use;

We

LONG
ISLAND
MARKET

|

just dip

to work.

your brush and go

M. F. BRAGDON PAINT CO

LONG ISLAND

4-7 EXCHANGE ST.

Water Supply

Tank, Pneumatic
from the Well.

or

The

Direct

Surprise Shop

At the

Marine
Stationary
Gasoline and Kerosene En-

Sign of the Ship

and

gines, Supp'ies,

Photo Postals

etc.

Japanese Souvenirs
Souvenir Jewelry

G. D. THORNDIKE
MACHINE COT~

Portland Pier,

Camera

Portland

Developing

for

Ice Cream
Tonics and Fruit Punch

Oakland Cars
Call

ub

by 'phone for quick auto service

etc.

OPPOSITE BOWLING ALLEY
SOUTH HARPSWELL

STOUGHTON-fOLKINS CO.
11 Pleasant St.,
Portland, Manie

Another Summer

Arthur P. Homer

Has arrived
in Caso Bay

and we

place

Gasolene Engines
and
Motor Boats
154 State

St., Boston,

Printing

Specialties
Prescriptions Compounded
Apollo Chocolates

Repaii\Shop, Supplies

livery,

and

Toilet

CARS FOR HIRE
Agents

Supplies

again

our stock
and our services
at the disposal
of our

"Down the Bay"
friends.
Everything in

Mass.

Stationery.

William W. Roberts Co.
Stationers
233 MIDDLE STREET

SUMMER BOARDERS
AND COTTAGERS

KEEP CLEAN!

Bend

your clothing to as by
PARCEL POST to be NAPHTHA
CLEANSED. Prompt service. Reasonable prices.
All work hand

•

souveniers

pressed.

FOSTER'S DYE

HOUSE

80-82 Oak St., Portland, Me.

The

Heating

and

Plumbing

Engineers

BTOVK8, RANGES,
TINWARE

Ship Stove*, lanterns
and Galley Fur-

nhhlngn.
Oatolinu Engwtt and
Water

Sy»

em»

F.&C, B.NASH CO.
384-390 FORE *T.

larn(m up to dale line of Souvenir*
In Ihe city. Also a lull line of

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry
and Diamonds

Repairing of all kinds

at

short notlc«

McKENNEY JEWELRY CO.
4«w«l«rs and Optician*

Monument

Sq.9 Portland, Me.

THE ELMWOOD
16 ELM ST.

PORTLAND, MAINE

C. D.

Dlnn*r from 11.11 t© 2.00.

&8A9SP&

Fr»pris««r.

It was voted that the executive
committee be directed to convey to
the Village Corporation the interest
of the B. I. C. A. in the public float
snd landing.
The trustees for the
association
were directed to convey all real estate held for the association to tbe

Village Corporation.

as follows:
President—Dr. Frederic W. Mar of

are

New York.
Vice President—Prof. E. W. Tuttle
of Somerville, Mass
Treasurer—Mrs. Enola C. Brainard
of Somerville.
ui

Secretary—Miss
lviernmac,

The

Louise C. Brackett

mass.

regular Sunday services were
inaugurated in the grove on Sunday
a
sermon
by
by Rev. Dr. Pidge.
Mr. Earl Fogg o£ New York City
is spending a week at "Camp Shamrock" as the guest of Mr. George R.
Lawes of Waltham, Mass.
Mr. W. P. Whitely of the Exeter
Plumbing and Heating Department is
installing the plumbing and drainage

at

Mrs. S. C. Lancaster's new cottage this week and it is hoped that
by next week the cottage will be en-

M.

Downer

and

daughter of
at
stopping
"The Ben Nevis" for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Steele, Mr.
J. A. Steele, Miss Nina Steele and
Miss Marjorie Smith, all of Lexington, Mass, are occupying Mr. Hoyt's
cottage at Kittywitt for the summer.
Miss Nina Steele was seriously injured as a result of an accident with
the family motor boat.
It seems that
Miss Steele was wearing an oil skin
coat at the time of the accident as
the weather looked rather dubious on
that day.
The engine Is placed in
the forward part of the boat
and
there Is very little room left for the
person starting the engine.
The fly
wheel of the engine was
equipped
with a starting pin which, when pulled out, is supposed to snap back by
means of a spring.
As Miss Steele
started the engine and the fly wheel
commenced to rotate, the
starting
pin, which should have snapped back,
stuck and caught the oil skin which
she was wearing.
This brought her
leg In immediate contact with the
fly wheel, and cut it severely in two
Miss Steele has been stayplaces.
ing with friends at the Ben Nevis
and will remain until she is able to
be around again.
The latest reports
show that she is very much better
and soon will entirely recover.
Mrs. M. A. Mills and daughter Elizabeth of Methuen, Mass., have been
visiting Mrs. M. L. Wilkinson at the
"Sunset" cottage for the past
few
Lexington, .Mass.,

Gusiirrs island Cottagers Association.
The sLvteenth annual
meeting of
this association was held in the
grove
at the close of the Village
Corporation meeting.
The secretary and treasurer read
their reports of the work of last
year.
The latter showed a balance of about

to

On Bustln's Isle.
Mrs.

are

cottage.

During

the

many years that Bustin's Island has existed there has
only been one song written about it.
This year, however, Frank M. McDowell, a well known poet, has written another which very truly express-

es

.the sentiment of the island:
Back to Bustln's.
Tune—"Old Black Joe."

When winter's Rone And Hummer's 00
the way
We hear the call from dear old Casco

Bay,
"Come, weary

ones, where
peace and rest

Why use the old fashioned clumsy life preserver, when the
Portland Life Preserver Cushion is just as efficient and
passes the
government inspection for private power boats.

THOMAS LAUGHLIN CO:
Telephone

Head ot Dock Between
267

|

Florence Smith of Portland,
Me., spent a week with Miss
Marguerite Grant at the "Grant" cottage.
Mrs. A. F. Brewer and Miss Mary
Whiting of Haverhill, Mass., are among
the guests who are staying at the Tea
Room of Miss Harriet Brophy.
Mr. C. S. Parker and
of

Reading, Mass.,

are

at

family
cottage

their

the summer season.
They have
guests Mrs. Parker's aunt and her
cousin, Mrs. Nelson of West Someras

ville, Mass.

Supt. C. S. Clarke and family
Somerville, Mass., are spending

of
the
summer as usual at "The Red House."
They hope to take many trips around
the bay in their launch, "Maybe."
Bunchberry Lodge," the home of
Miss Sara E. Bowers, was the scene
of a very merry gathering on
Friday,
The party was given by
July 11.
Miss Bower in honor of her
niece,
Miss Hazel Bower,
of
Lawrence,
Mass.
The games on the porch caused much amusement and laughter ab
tne girls were given
opportunity to
display their skill in tearing from
scraps of paper various things which
were specified by the hostess.
The
first was an animal, the
second, a
the
flower,
next, a profile of one another.
Bach girl in turn was given
a chance to guess what the
production was intended for and the results
were decidedly funny.
Prizes were
awarded for the highest and lowest
results.
Miss Esther Peterson was
the winner of the first prize, while
Miss Ruth Lavers carried off
the

mlna Jelly, Miss Esther Peterson, the
Mlssen Ruth and Hazel Lavers and
Miss Mildred Vorse.
Miss Elizabeth Clark of New York
Is a guest of Miss Bower at "Bunchberry Lodge." Also Mrs. John T.
Dick and Miss Susan Lombard of No.
Adams, Mass.
Miss Hazel Bower
of
Lawrence,
Mass., who haB been the guest of her
aunt for the past two weeks,
will
leave for her summer home at Methuen, Mass., on Tuesday.
Bustln's Island played her first base
ball game with the World Beaters of
Freeport, Me., and was defeated by
a score of 15-11.
The game was an
interesting one, in that It was
a
twelve-inning game and the victorious
side failed to score any runs till after
tho Blxth inning. Another game will
be played sometime in the near future and perhaps by that time the
team will be in better condition to

play.

Miss Orace Ward and her
niece,
Miss Helen Field of Lawrence, Mass.,
are spending a few weeks with the
Hichardsons at "Camp Wychmere."
MIbb Hazel Snow of Auburn, Me.,
will spend the week end with
her
mother, Mrs. (j. C. 8now, at "Rockynook."
Miss Lillian Farnham of Washington, D. C., Ib spending July with the
Silvers in their newly built cottage.
Mrs. Fred Davis
of
Somervlllo,
Mass., is to be a guest of Mrs. C. 8.
Clark for a week or two at the Red
House cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Enaley of Somervllle,
Masa., are spending the summer at
"The Blbo Cottage." They have only
arrived here recently and as soon as
they are settled they will enter with
full sway into the spirit of Bustin's
inn*.

Rev. John R. Pldge conducted the
net-vices In the grove for the flr*t
time thla neason.
The aervlce wan
well Attended by the Inlander* and
both Mr. Pldge'a fine sermon and Mis*
Alice Smart'* aolo were enjoyed by

all.
Mr. John L. Zangg of New York,
who han spent a few daya with hi*
at "Camp Bluff," waa auddenly
home by bualnea* and probwill not return aga?n thla sea-

family
called

youH find ably
I aon.

STREET

Long

and Central W harves
Public Boat Landing Back of Store

DEALERS IN

Agricultural and Horticultural implemants, Fertilizers,
Poultry and Dairy Supplies, Wooden Ware, Galvanized Iron
Ware, Brooms, Brushes, Cordago, Seeds, etc.
Also specialties in SUMMER

Freezers, Refrigerators,

and Screen Doors.

Call and

Cor. Federal and

COMFORTS,

such

as

Ice Cream

Swings, Croquet Sets, Window Screens

Lawn

see us.

Temple Sts.,

Portland,

Me.

Special Low Prices Until Nov.
quality

Best

gold

filled Eyeglass
Frames
$1 per pair
Solid gold Spec. Frames,
$4.00
Gold filled Eyeglass
50c.
Chains,
Prescription Lenses ground to order,

Library Glasses,

Colored Glasses,
CIH

cAAMintu

1

Automobile Goggles,
$1 and up
Best quality Riding Bow
Frames, $1.00
Best quality Rimless
Mountings, $1.00
Solid Gold Eyeglass
(Not

Mountings,

Shuron),

$2.00
Eyeglass Mountings $3.00
(Sold only by us, and warranted
$1.00
to stay on).
50c. and up Artificial Byes.
$2 and uo
FREE. ALL KINDS OF OPTICAL
REPAIRING.

40c. and up
Genuine Shell and Rubber Frames for

Atlas Shuron

N. T. WORTH
LEY, Jr.

Maine's Leading Optometrist and
Optician
478y2 CONGRESS ST.,
Corner CENTER ST.
Opp. PREBLE HOUSE. PORTLAND, ME.

Phone 2174-W

All cars

stop

at our door.

K E. PINKHAM
SO. HARPSWELL, MAINE

Miss

for

1M*18#

KENDALL & WHITNEY

days.

tirely completed.
Mrs. Nellie Cushing and Miss Ida
Cushing of Merrimac,
are
Mass.,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Russell
at "Camp Whittier."
Mrs. Walter N. Walling of Auburndale, Mass., spent the week with Mrs.
A. M. Dolliver at her cottage.
This
is Mrs. Waiting's first summer on
the island and she is greatly pleased
with its picturesque views and charming walks.
booby trophy.
Refreshments were
At the Nichols' cottage there are served in the house and then the
girls
five young ladies from Boston, Mass., retired to the porch where
dancing
who will spend the month of July and merry-making continued.
Among
there. Those in the party are Miss the guests were the Misses Barbara
Ethel F. Swan, Miss Aleda Perkins, and Carolyn Bralnerd, Miss MarguerMiss Jessie McMullin,
Miss
Jane ite Grant, Miss Heien Field, Miss AlRicker and Miss Christine Ricker.
Miss Catharine E. Brown of Westfield, Mass., who is supervisor of art
in the Clairmont school, is spending
a few weeks at the Ledges as the
guest of Mrs. John P. Garfield.
Rev. Ralph H. White and wife of
Newport, N. H., who are spending
tue summer at "The Garfield
Cottage," went to York, Me., Sunday,
where Mr. White preached a sermon
at Rev. Frank Garfield's church.
Miss Alice B. Rochford
of
New
Haven, Conn., Is a guest of Mrs. William H. Rochford at the Upper Garfield cottage for a few weeks.
Mrs. William A. Campbell has as
her guests for a few weeks her sister,
Mrs. A. W. Zoebish, and her children,
Mrs.
Roger and Helene.
Zoebish
made her first visit on this
island
16 years ago.
Things were far difthen
ferent
than they are at. the present time.
One could get good rich
milk for five cents a quart, fowl cost
twelve cents a pound and lobsters a
dollar a dozen. There were about ten
cottages on the island and the good
old steamship "Maquoit" made two
stops on the island, one at Swett's
dock and the other at the present
stopping place. In another 16 years
there
will
be
probably
greater
changes made than there have been
during the past few years.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Marshall
of
Lexington, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
MncDonald at the "Twin Oaks" cottage for a few weeks.
Mr. John T. Allen of Brooklyn, N.
Y„ and Mr. William Lamb, the owner
of "The Green Lodge," are spending
the greater part of July in Mr. Lamb's

Motor Boat and Yacht Supplies

Chorus

greet,

Overseers.

This latter includes
the
church
grove and the school house lot.
The committee on the public buildings reported that only about $500
had been subscribed of the
$1,000
necessary to begin the work on the
building and only a part of this had
been actually paid in.
The report of
the committee was accepted and the
money paid in ordered returned.
Messrs. Parker, Hosmer and Mrs.
Pidge were appointed a committee to
consider the feasibility of a building
on the shore.
The officers who were re-elected

coming,

we're coming,
Many a weary mile,
New friends to meet, old friends

$200.

PAINT WITH

THE THOMAS LAUGHLIN CO.

Chorus

We're coming, we're coming.
Hear the glad refrain,
From North and South, and East and

Stables at Merriconeag House
Auburn Colonv Ocean View

ine nriest Auto livery,
boarding and sales stables in Casco Bay.
Our three stables are equipped to handle all the
(business of this
and
we
are
place
prepared to furnish automobiles and teams with
careful drivers at any hour of the day or night.
Expressing and
moving of all kinds receive prompt and careful attention. Have all
your baggage checked in care of A. E. Pinkham, South

Harpswell,

Maine.
Soli, Loam, etc.. Grading

Excavating, Cellar Work, Wells, etc.

and

Beeches, Cliff Island

New—Opened May, 1912
P£TTENGILL, Prop.
j Accommodates 40 guests. Dinroom
seats
60 comfortably.
ing

|
|

M RS. C. E.

Superb

view

Every

The air

from all rooms.

amusement for guests.
of the sea braces appetite.

Yachting, Bathing

We Want to
Do Your

HOWARD W. TURNER

DEVELOPING
AND

PRINTING

and offer you

our

10-12 Custom House Wharf

Automobile Repairs and

Supplies

Experience of 35 Years
Guarantee of Results

as a

8 Elm

M«.

Ao • nt for Eastman & Ensign Films
ORDER BY MAIL

COASTWISE STEAMERS

PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE,

SPECIAL RATES to OLD POINT
COMFORT ana ATLANTIC CITY
elegant,

cuisine,

Bend f~r book et.

C. II. Niaynaro,

Agent, Boston,

unsur-

Mass.

Telephone

bay

4858M

HENRY LEVIN
Imported

Cleansing, Pressing

and Domestic

and

Repairing.

Work from the islands may bo sent

in care of Purser on steamers if
desired, or ill be delivesed at parcel room on wharf when
requested.

92 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND
Tel. 2138-W

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL
Opp. State

LCROY H. HILL

Carpenter and

Three

Woolens.

NORFOLK and NEWPORT NEWS.
'I hrough tickets to and from
principal
ooinis, including; meals and a ateroom
*cc mmodationB on steamer.

ne a ,
a*i and
icommortnttoin and

while clown the

charges for all work
Expert workmen
Doors from Waiting Room

Pine line of

BOSTON to

Sjea'neri

car

TAILOR

"Queen of Sea Koutes"
Merch»nt« A Miner* Trans. Co.
^teamnhlp Jnei

passed.

your

Reasonable

Photographer

St., Portland,

OF ALL KINDS

Leave

Not 25 per cent CHEAPER
But 25 per cent BETTER

H. M. SMITH,

and Fishing.

(Incorporated)

House

BOSTON, MASS*

r«»T

Builder

JOBBING A SPECIALTY
Estimates Furnished. Plani Drawn
CHEBCAQUE, MAINE

Mr. ami Mrs. Henry Soule and their
and Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. FlBcher of Jamaica Plain, MasB.,
moved into their new cottage
this
week.
They have named their cottage "The House in the PlneH," and
it 1b one of the coziest little cottages
on the island.
There is a spacious
living room on the ground floor with
a largo fireplace built of gray cement
hricks in it. Adjoining this room Is
the dining room and kitchcn.
Upstairs
there are four neat little
bedrooms, each one better than the
other.
Perhaps the moat attractive
feature about the cottage Is finely laid
floors. The boards are of striped pine
and the grain of the wocd runs parallel with them. TTre occupants are

daughter, Bertha,

almost settled and

joy their

new

soon

cottage.

expect to

en-

Wttf

Offer* roomn with hot and oold
water for $1.00 and up, which Includes free use of shower baths.

Nothing

to Equal This in New England
Rooms with private baths for $1.50
per day up; suites of two rooms and
bath for M.00 per day and up.
JJlntng Boom and C*fe Flrat-oiaaa,
European Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
8tone floors, nothing wood but the
doors.
Equipped with It* own Sanitary
Vaeuvm Cleaning Want.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
8BND FOfl BOOKLET.
STORER w. CRAFTS, General Mar.

GEM or TOURISTS

Just Now

Abbreviations: cb., cbild; d., daughter;
f., or tam., family; b., bod; w., wife.

PEAKS
ISLAND
HOUSE,
Peaks Island, Me.
E. Rowe
Prop.
(Sec adv. in another column.)
N Y
Airs G VV'm Jones & d,
•Geo Murnhy & w, Dorchester
N Y
Mrs S
Nation,
Nina S Nation,
N Y
N T
Miss Anna M Coyle,
N J
D J Morgan & w,
Brooklyn
Agnes I Hoey,
Loretta Hoey,
Brooklyn
I'hila
Janet Stevenson,
R.

J

Madeline Brown,,
Kathryn Fuekerson,
M Louise Ilclwig,

A It Cadmus &

Phila

I'hila
N Y
N Y
d, I'hila
Passaic
Boston
Boston

w,

•C S Schwenk w &
Mrs Olive VV Bean,
Mrs Nathan Cobe,
Mrs Mertin,
Mrs E Tallman & d,
Astoria N Y
Mr R Humphries & w & d,
Newark N J
N Y
May J Martineau.
N Y
Rosemary R Reilly,
P F McDonough
Jloston
w,
1" McDonough.
Boston
Mrs JO Warlord & s,
Newark
Mrs C Tl Brophy & d,
N Y
H R Koster iV w,
Yonkers
Mrs Stephen Dorsey,
N Y
Miss F S Dorsey,
N Y
M C Mott-Smith,
Waterville
L M Mott-Smith,
Waterville
S B Obcar,
Waterville
Nathan Cobe.
Waltham, Mass
Mrs A II Linscott,
Rochester. N II
G C Doherty J r & w, Boston
L Graham,
Boston
J S Weeks & w.
r>t

(oiinsDury

\ t

N V
Jos V Walker,
Frances I" Bodwitch. Boston
Annie I? Jacobs, 1*ranklin Mass
F C Downs,
Alfreil
D C Homer, St Johnsbury Vt
C W Allen w & s,
Newark
K Drutntnond & w,
Newark
Miss M 1? Mulford,
l'hila
Miss M Barton,
l'hila
Win A Stillman,
N V
Miss A C Murphy,
Newark
Miss K E Murphy,
Brooklyn
M P I'arr w & s,
NY
Chas E I.uckcns & w,
l'hila
Helena A Luckens,
l'hila

Kennedy,

\V II
L M Towle.
Mrs F II Ileath,

Prov

K

I

Marblehead
Boston

HOUSE.
Island, Me.
Chas. E. Cushing
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
•Geo II Hanna & \v, Montreal
Ethel M Hanna,
Montreal
Winnifred K Hanna, Montreal
■Grace li. Meldrum,
Montreal
Mrs Win 1' Raitd.
Montreal
Master Rob Raird,
Montreal
Master Wm. Itaird,
Montreal
Master Leslie Raird.
Montreal
"
Master Xorman Raird,
Miss Margaret C llolleran,
CASCO

Long

BAY

X Y
Mrs. Charles H Petscli,
X Y
Charlotte H Petscli,
X Y
Irene D Petscli.
N Y
X Y
osephine Petsch.
•■lorence L Petsch.
X Y
Mrs Palmer Cusliiiifj
X Y
^Mrs A R Vallance,
Montreal
Miss Ruth Vallance, Montreal
Miss Grace Valiance, Montreal
Miss Annie Evans,
Montreal
Mrs A E Tyler,,
Montreal
Master Rert Tyler,
Montreal
Master Ivan Tyler, Montreal
Montreal
Madelcne Tyler.
Montreal
Constance Tyler,
Miss L M Rabcock, Montreal
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL,
Bailey Island, Me.
G. A. Richardson
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
Edith W Dyer, Waltham Mass
W F Whitemarsh & w,
ISrockton
Mrs S I Litchfield.
Molrose
Melrose
Litchfield,
Gwendolyn
Melrose
Lois Litchfield.
Melrose
Lawrence Litchfield,
S I Litchfield.
Melrose
Rev Joseph Slicppard & w,
....

Portland

HOUSE.
Chebeague.

SUMMIT

Mrs. C. M. Hamilton
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
Montreal
Harold Mudge & w,

Montreal
Betty Mudge,
Boston
J A Dudgeon,
Boston
Miss V R Dudgeon,
A G Prince & w.
South ton
"
Miss Genevieve Prince.
M rs Harold Barnard. Montreal
"
Master Keppetli Barnard,
"
Master Robert Barnard,
W Newton
Mrs L II Jack,
VV Newton
Eleanor Jack.
Boston
Mrs Chas R Chester,
N Y
Irene VV Gollner,
N Y
Ada F Gollner,
Passiac
James A Hare & w,
Miss Hare,
Passiac
CLIFF

G

E

Bemis &_\v, Worcester
M Bemis,
Worcester
Roberton ch & gover-

Haiel^
Mrs S

ness,

Montreal

Madame Charbonneau, Mont'l
Fernald Charbonneau,
Miss Lois Sancton,
Scranton
•*
Miss Edna K Sancton,
R A Cody w it f,
\V Highlands
Dr Lew is II Jack,
W Newton
_

HILL CREST HOTEL,
Chcbeague Island, Me.
Chas. W. Hamilton
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
W H Hoben w & f, Siiringf'ld
Cora L Mahoney,
Roxhurv
M Louise Greene,
Newark
Geo M Newgent & w, Boston
Ilelene C Newgent,
Itoston
Fred Linehan,
Itoston
Mrs It N Farren & f,
I'hila
I'
Allston
Robinson,
S^
Geo F Taft & w.
Allston
Miss Helen 1" Taft.
Allston
N F Cunningham & w.
..

.miss

EJizaDctli

Waltham
Cunningham,
Waltliani

We

Jessie

L Jones,
Baltimore
N Y
Drescher,
Pauline Drescher,
N Y
Mrs. Walter \V Ancker & d,
Iialto
Edith

r

V0I||"'
oolworth,

\
Miss
I L \\

m-

like

Mrs.
■v.

v „
i-

L O
«

Brooklyn

Burckett,

nPn<'s

N

Calphinnia Knirchild,
Mrs II 1'lior. f ion,

Raleigh
-\'ah'er. Raleigh N
i.Miss Lilly Eckerson,
VVestwood N
..
u
I homuson,
Kutn
X
nr

11

....

Jennings,

\!rs

*X

M?s

1VI80?'

all

with

—

If you would
little cool and dressy Sum-

We

promise you

You'll be

saving.

the dresses

we

C
C

a

WESTBROOK HAMMOCKS
AT FACTORY PRICES

ii.25

1.68

87 value

1.09

14 50
{8

6xP,

$1

values

$2.00

$7.50

Actual values

to

CONGRESS STREET.,

at

& COTTAGES
Bailey Island, Me.
Mrs. H. S. Sinnett
Prop.
Miss Henrietta Eraser,

WOODBINE

....

Vonkers X Y
X Ha' berley
f, Melrose
Melrose
George E Carr,
A S Mitchell,
Montreal
E Mitchell,
Montreal
K W Mitchell,
Montreal
S R Ilall & w,
lioston
R W Ilall,
Boston
Mrs Albert Hatch,
Phila
Mrs 1! I! Hawk &
Phila
Mrs Ida Myers,
Phila
A

THE DRIFTWOOD.
Bailey Island, Me.
Mrs. A. McK. Gulliver,
Prop.
(See ailv. in another column.)
VV C Gregg,
St Louis Mo
Miss M Cornelia It rown,
Newark X J
Xannie K Dorsey.
Baltimore
Ucatrice I- VVallack. K () range
Almyra \V Ashman, K Orange
Mrs. Juan G Puron,
X V

AUCOCISCO HOUSE,
C'iff Island, Me.
Mrs. K. B. Batchelor
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
II C Brodie & \v.
Montreal
Susie II Hollstein,
Balto
Eleanor Hollstein,
Balto
Eleanor Ayres,
Phila
Laura S Alexander & sister,

Boston
\V E Graves,
St. I.otiis
Rev E A Hamilton & d, X Y
T T Curtis & w,
X Y
F I! Conlin & s.
Boston

Philadelphia

W Ward. Trenton N J
Mary Reed Ward.
Miss Justin Tiddings,
Warren Ohio

ISLAND.

iDown

\V«dmeycr.

-\nce

"

"

"

PORTUtID

is a

Guabantsk

otValuc

HARDWARE

RetaH

PORTLAND,

ME.

Bay.
are

specialty

Mall and

of

packing

telephone

and

ship-

orders have

assured of the "Shaw"

fifty

PIANOS
TO RENT

BAY TRADE

quality,

years.

HOME

A

Genuine iWaine Tourmaline

i

Beautiful Souvenir from the Pine Tree State. Maine
Tourmalines are now included among the choicest
gems.
They are beautiful; exquisite shades and remarkHere they are in wonderful
ably brilliant.
assortment;
Scarf Pins, Li Valleres Pendants,
Rings in platinum or
finest gold, also in fancy hand made
designs in fine oriental work.
Offered at most reasonable prices ever
quoted
on these gems.
/K

nimpson,

THE BEECHES,
Cliff Island. Mc.
Mrs. Eliz. Pettengill
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
R T Haskell & w,
Concord
A E Ilolden,
Penna
Marie
Newark
Howard.
Miss Lichtinesten,
Newark
Mrs T W Barbour,
Nrwfnn
M iss Ritka Hargreves,
N Y
Miss Alice Hargreves,
N Y

CASCO

and_patrons

TAKE

X Y

Fred (I Bundy,
St. Tohnsbury Vt
Miss Charlotte II Bundy,
St. lolinsbury Vt
Mrs I" II Loomis,
St. Paul
Klizahctli Looniis,
St. Paul
"
Mary Louise Diether.
Judge W I! Somerville.
New Orleans
Mrs E W All-n,
Washington
Miss Dorothy Allen.
Miss Genevieve S Cooley.
Washington
Mrs

TO

which has been maintained for over

Miss Annie E Sporcr, Hartford
Miss Lena Sporer,
Hartford
Mrs H S Adams,
N Y
N Y
| Miss Elsie Adams.
Miss Meta Schubert.
Plainfield Mass
•»n>>

prompt attention

"

"

of Delicatessen Dainties

ping orderstoany part of Casco
our

"

"

89c
1.48
2.95
5.95
6.95

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts., Portland, Me.

Confectioners

Store, 7 and 9 Preble Street.

ANNOUNCEMENT

....

■"•ss M T

Town

Wholesale

GROCERS

Congress Street,

Our new Market at Preble Street makes a

ROBINHOOD INN,
Baiiey Island, Me.
Miss J. E. Massey
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)

..

Mrs G

585-587-589-591

Bafcers and

"

"

THE EMERY-WATERHOISE CO.

GEO. C SHAW COMPANY
Manufacturing
and Purveyors

»

Perfection Blue
Flame Oil Stoves
Lamp Stoves
Alcohol Stoves

PORTLAND. HAINE.

AND

"

»

Ou" Thaoe Mark

Metropolitan Stores Down East"

IMPORTERS

"

"

BITOT COfirOBTS

$35.00.

....

Two

Valance,

»»

"

OREN HOOPER'S SONS

delighted

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN COMPANY,

Springfield

values with Pillow

$9

$5.00, $7.50, $10.00 and $15.00

J

Y

Savings

$1.98

sub-

showing

are

Liberal

8x8, $2 50 value

ioxS, Sj.25

to

means.

At

BEST BAMBOO
PORCH SHADES

special Sale of

special prices

C

W
Y
N Y
Mrs John Jenkins,
Montreal Miss Dawes Jennings,
"
M. O. \\ arren & w,
Miss Florence Jenkins.
Master John
Indianapolis lnd
Montreal
\r„, , ,,
Miss Vivian Jenkins, Montreal
\I n
heeler.
Mrs Freder'k (.1 Cov,
Boston
u
Wm.i
Ruth
Harre Mass
Jenkins.
Miss Barbara II Coy,
Boston
Portland
C V Timlin.
Worcester Harriet Balcom.
Walter M Werme, Worcester
Miss Florence Young,
THE SEASIDE COTTAGE,
Miss Isab:l Laird,
Worcester
Bailey Island, Me.
A B Mosley & w, W Somerville
Mrs. H. E. Cram
Prop.
Robt Clinsbur".
N V
(Sec adv. in another column.)
Mrs S K Multcr & f.
Ii Orange
E C McCarter & w,
Miss Majorie McKeown.
Iowa City, Iowa
E Orange I" C
Newark
Spangler & w,
Miss Geraldine McKeown,
Eva L Barker.
Hath Mt
F Orange \V T
Portland
Elizabeth W Reed, Watertown E M Bradford,
Portland
Thompson,
J 1' Walsh X- \v,
Boston
Richard C Smith. F C S,
Mrs Cha< S Lombard,
X J
Belleville
W Somerville M A
Dayton,
Kye N Y
Miss I F Price,
F Orange
E E Hammond,
X
Y
Rye
Clara M Vreeland,
F Orange Grace IHill,
Worcester
F M Mcllrath
Boston M
w,
B Sage,
Worcester
Frank Mcllrath Jr.
Boston Miss Grace
Bissett,
N C Young & w,
Mcdford
Katherine V Young, Medford Miss Sarah Washington X J
W J Sullivan w,& ch,
Newark Miss Anna Carter,
"
Newark Miss Ri:th Thornton,
John Sullivan & w,
Jenkins,
K W Brown & w,
I
Morristown X J
Irvington X J I Miss Elsie Slorah,
Clara Ooudy.
Boston Jas
"
Mabel Doolitile.
I'
w
S:
J
f, Koslindale Geo E Bibber,
Kelley
Portland
C S Johnson w & f.
Boston G \Y Hunt &
w.
Phi la
Mrs E V Howard, Albany N S"
Mrs E I- Dunn,
Worcester
Mildred Davis,
Bath Me
Anna Rice,
Bath Me
ROCKMERE HOUSE.
Slim Jim,
California
Litt!ejohn's Island.
Boston
G. H. Hamilton
Prop. Katherine J Lane,
"
Florence A Goodfellow,
(Sec adv. in another column.)
D E Goding,
Maiden
Mrs James II Shipley,
X Y
THE MERRICONEAG,
Lillian V Bruorton,
Boston
So. Harpswell, Me.
Boston F. A. Pierce
Myrtle M Bruorton,
Prop.
W CSteplienson & w,
Woburn (See adv. in another
column.)
E W Hutchinson
w,
John Ilealy w & <1, Montreal
Medford Mrs E L 11
Portland
use.
E II Soule.
I'awtucket I M
Mayo,
Brooklyn
I'awtucket
J S Fallow Jr.
E P Martin & w,
Boston
I"
w
Butterworth
&s,
Jas
John T Ilarrigan,
Portland
Saugus C 1" Jackson \v \ <1.
Mr Bly & w.
Everett
Xorwalk O
Miss Mildred Betts.
"
Mrs (ieo L Andrews,
Wilmington <i S Stewart & w,
Miss Isabelle Hales,
E C Pearson & w.
Wilmington
Plain field X
I.ouis H Isnehler,
Hartford E IT Dullard X- w <1 & s. J

Jenkins,

costume

stantial

X Y

Mahler.RaIeiKh X*

Elizabeth

i.-

by

Y

Brooklyn N Y
w.
Lexington

&

a

Offers You Summer Comforts

fill in your vacation
wardrobe, take advantage of this sale

Brooklyn N Y

...

conducting

dainty

a

mer

Brooklyn

Miss Adele A Frank,

are

Ladies' Wash Dresses.

THE JOHNSON.
Island. Me.
it
m
H.
F.
Johnson
prop
a"°ther column:)
h iat,V- 'I.1
Yarmouthville
D

\ir'

July Reduction Sale

(This line represents a

co

lection made by Mr. C. A. Johnson, an authority on Maine
G»ms)

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
with promises of many more newcomby the last of the month.
Many
of the Aucoeisco's guests are people

hill crest.

ers

from

(Continued from page 1.)

Philadelphia,

Baltimore
and
Mrs.
the
Batchelor,
a Baltimore woman and
the hotel was originally a Baltimore
house but its fame as a finely appointed place spread to neighboring cities
and now the hotel register shows
a
large proportion of names from other
cities.
Mrs. Batchelor is famous for
her .excellent
no
management, and
hotel caters to a finer class of guests,
many of whom are regular year-in and

Washington.
proprietor, is

ture as to whether the message is the
report of a real tragedy or merely a' year-out patrons.
practical joke. 1N0 one on the island
(Continued from Page 1.)
happened to remember any brig AlexThe Beeches.
ander, but the fact that its home port
tableaux was set in the large living was lacking on the message
At this comfortable, home-like hotel,
widens
room in Daisy Cottage ,and was illum- the field of inquiry a great deal.
there are now fifteen guests,
with
ated with colored lights behind which
The Cliff Island Library was formal- more expected dally.
PettenMrs.
a group of little fir trees
made a fine ly opened Saturday, July 5 with a tea glll's entire time Is devoted to this
setting. Music was furnished by Miss and social
afternoon. Mrs.
K.
B. one house and this fact assures the
Addie Cobb at the piano and Miss Hel- Batchelor and Mrs. O. P .Stone offici- guests at the Beeches the best In even Cobb at the drums.
Miss
Janet ated at this first tea which
Mrs. Pettengill Is a famous
was
well ery way.
Cobb was stage manager, and to her attended.
the
to
Mrs. W. W. Gilchrist
was cook and attends personally
is due much credit for the smoothness in charge of the second
tea, held on cuisine of the house which Is rapidly
of the performance as well as for the July 9.
Hereafter the library with becoming famous. The rooms here
perfection of the arrangements. The Miss ^Nellie Bennett usually in charge, are all good-sized, light
and
airy,
following took part in the tableaux: will be open for delivery of books factors which do much toward making
Misses Helen Cobb, Ethel Bird, Ethel between three and six
an
ideal
summer
on
stopping place.
WednesMcLeod, Sylvera McLeod, Ellen Mc- days and Saturdays. The teas will be
Leod, Dorothy Cobb, and Messrs. a feature of the Wednesday openings,
and members of the Executive Board
Philip Bird, Granville McLeod,
of
Kenneth Mcfl^eod.
The tableaux were the Library Committee
taking turns
very pretty, a number of the subjects in serving.
being as follows. Gypsies in Camp,
8UPERB
SUMMER
The George M. Fiske cottage, "The LONG ISLAND
The Indian, The Goddess of Liberty,
HOTEL NOW OPEN.
is receiving a coat of paint,
Ledges,"
The Fisherman, The Woodcutter, The
much improving Its already attractive
Camera Girl, The .Bathing Girl,
A
Many Improvements Made About the
appearance.
Scene fro the West, The Clown. The
Property.
Mr. and Mrs. P.
H.
Johnson of
Actress, The Japanese, The Flower
Under new management the GranGirl, The Chinaman, The Colelge Girl, Portland are at the Sunset Cottage
The Rube, and The I>ady of Leisure. for the season. Last Sunday they en- ite Spring Hotel of this island is now
tertained Walter iH. Dresser and fam- open for the season and already many
After the tableaux, recitations
were
given by oome of the children, and a IJy of Portland. Mr. Dresser is the tourists are enjoying their outing at
this
popular hotel. The property,
dance followed
the
entertainment. ruruttuu cmei 01 ponce.
Mr. J. N. Baker of Maiden, MaBB., la since coming into possession. of
Its
•Refreshments were nerved, and
all
spandlng his vacation with his fam- present management has received evpresent enjoyed a delightful evening.
ery needed attention and every little
Henry B .Johnson of Main Street, ily at the Island.
Miss Janet T. Holllflter of New- detail that will add to the enjoyment
We8tbrook, has grently Improved hia
of the guests has
been made. The
property at the island recently by berne, N. C., 1b spending a short time
supplying his cottages with running on the Island as the guest of Mrs. C. Granite Spring Hotel Ijb one of the
leading summer houses along the
water.
He had an artesian well sunk H. Payne, at the Olenwood Cottage.
down through 65 feet of ledge
Mr. and Mrs .D. E. Coding of Mai- Maine cOast and few there are that
until
have so many advantages for one
pure water was struck.
Then
last den, Mass., are at the Redfern cottage
seeking an ideal summer outing. The
winter a pressure tank of 1,000 gal- for the summer months.
They have chambers of the hotel are large, well
lons was placed,
and a
motor
to as guests, Miss Cretta Coding,
Mrs. furnished and all
having windows
draw the water put In.
This improve- Margaret Smith, Mrs. M. E.
Holmes, that give a fine view of bay. Spacment greatly pleases
Mr
.Johnson's Mr, Eddy M. Coding and Miss Evelyn
ious piazzas abound and the music
tenants and makes their work much 8horley.
and card rooms are always a center for
easier.
Mr. Ij. S. Hill of
Lawrence, Mass., those who desire quiet retreat* for
•Considerable Interest was caused at was at the Island as
guest of Mr. reading, etc. On the staff of the hotel
the Daisy Cottage last Saturday when Alonzo S. Cobb at
the Is a trained nurse. Likewise a physical
Cosy Cottage
a bottle containing a
strip of birch- week of the Fourth.
Mr. Cobb also instructor who is ready at any time
bark wa» picked up by Mr. Alden Mc- entertained last week at
his Portland to instruct those desiring lessons In
Leod when he was pulling his lobster home his friend of
many years, Mr. the art of swimming.
A Dutch Lunch
The
traps.
message on the birch bark (DonAld McKenzie of Edmondton, Al- and
Japanese tea room are some of
read exactly a* follows: "brig Alex- berta.
the new features offered and dally a
ander fotind ired
of Newfoundland—»
fine shore dinner, Including lobster is
all
drowned—Captain and wife and
to be served.
The managements one
The Auooolaco.
crew
of Y Farewell—Captang
and
aim la to have the hotel a complete
Mrs. Rogers." It was dated Dec. 22,
The Aucocisco "House is at present success and all
registering here will
1909. There Is considerable conjec- enjoying a very excellent
patronage And everything to their satisfaction.

Granite

Spring

Hotel

rortia^a

furnish music for the party.
A large birthday party was
given at
"Hill Crest," Tuesday, July 8, in honor of Miss Florence Green of Dorchester, Mass., by Mrs. Mosley of West
Both these ladies
Somerville, Mass.
ar#» spending the Riimmfir
at
"Hill
Crest."

Merriconeag

Send for

of Second-hand Pianos.

House.

MANY NEW ARRIVALS ADDING TO
GAIETY OF THE HOUSE.

LORD & COMPANY

Motor Boat Trips Fast
Becoming Faacinating Feature of Daily Program.

The past week at the
Merrlconeag
has been a most enjoyable and
lively
one. One of the
mostpleaslng groups of
Is
a
guests,
party of 18 young people
from Brockton, Mass., who each
year
their
pass
vacation
Mr.
together.
and MrB. Kelstrom chaperoned.
Each member a musician, many
fine solos were enjoyed and the chorus
members
were
of very high order.

Deep-sea ffiahing, motoring and many
twilight Btorles made up a week voted
the best yet.
Mrs. F. H. Dunton and Marlon Dunton of Portland, are guests for the season, Mrs. Dunton's musical ability adding much to the entertainment.
Added to Its many attractions the

Merrlconeag has this season
ceptionally fine tennis court

an

ex-

which
was laid out and finished under
the
direction of Messrs. Curtis
and Wiggins of New York. The gentlemen are
experts with the racquet. A series of
tournaments Is being arranged.
The barber shop and billiard room
is presided over by W. H. Haruss
of
Boston, an expert barber and courteous gentleman.
Pool and barbering
of any description at regular prices.

Chebeague
Summit Houm.
This
popular
numrnAr
boarding
house has at the present time over
flfty guests and from present indications the aeason will be a moat successful one In every particular. The
Summit Houae haa every accommodation for sojourners seeking
a restful
and commodious summer houae and
to ear.h guest Mrs. 'Clinton M. Hamilton, the proprietor, gives every attention that will mean a happy and
deliriitful vacation. Many of the
gufsls ddrlitg the past week have ensailing and fishing parties and

Joyef

Bargain List

our

Masonic Bldg.,

Portland, Me.

CASCO BAY SEA GRILL

Customhouse Wharf

At the head of the wharf in the waiting room of the Casco
Bay and Harpswell Lines. We are prepared to serve you
with the best obtainable in sea food. Lobsters in every
style and dainty lunches at short order. Expert chefs,
courteous treatment and prompt service.
Everything
cooked on the premises. Reasonable charges.
Charles C. Delaware,
Open from 4 a. m. to 8 p. m.

Proprietor.

10th of
July and will stay for a
couple of weeks. Mr. Albert Huckins
of Newton, Mass., is
coming down on
Saturday for the week end.
Mrs. 8. F. (Hamilton's house on the
North Road has been the scene of
a
Jolly house party during the past
week.
'Miss .Dorothy
Wellington, the
well known gymnasium
teacher of
Springfield, Mass., Miss L. Lane, Miss
<3. Brown of Boston and Miss
Plerceson of
Oshgosh, Wis., composed the
party. They left the island on Monday after spending a

each day some of the house guests are
planning trips that help to make one's
vacation pass altogether too quickly.
The popular Summit (House is getting
more than its share of summer patronage.

G. Bowen of "Boston, 'Mass.,
a fine six room bungalow
on hlB land recently purchased from
Mr. William Curlt. The plans are
for a b!x room bungalow, bath toiMr. Leroy
lets and open fireplace.
H. Hill has the contract and expects
delightful week
to finish the same by
September 1. sailing,
swimming and visiting places
•Mr. Bowen and family are occupying of interest
;
along the coast.
the
one of Mr. Curlt's cottages for
mi. mm 'wira.
,
irvln
P.
season.
(
and
is

Mr. S.

erecting

daughter,
I New

Mr. Henry Bowen has rented his
comfortable house on the -North Road
to Mr. and Mrs. A. 1>. Bailey and famThAy
ily of "Wilmington, ^Delaware.
arrived last week and expect to re! main the entire summer to
enjoy
the delightful scenery for which Caico
!
Bay Is famous.
Mrs. Webster, of Newton,
Mass.,
assisted by her daughter €lara Is enJ.
B. J
Mrs.
tertaining her
sister,
Brown, and Mr. Vlctoi* George of
Taunton, Mass., at her new bungalow
Birch Island. They cAme on the

^on

Fay
Ernestine Fay, of
Brooklyn,
lYork, arrived on Chebeague
on
July 11. They are staying at
the Que
cottage at the west end for the
month
of July.
Miss Menser, also of
Brooklyn, came up with Miss
Fay, and will
visit her

for a cotrple of
week*. Mr.
and Mm. Fay
occupied the Que cottage last year during
July and their
many friends welcome them
back thin
Reason.
The

Stewart farm house at
the
occupied this year by Mr.

west end Is

(Continued

on page

8),

ISLAND

STEAMERS.

'Batteries—Chebeague,

JOHMTST OST-B AIIiBY

C:so Bsy & lunsweii Line;
WFEK DAYS.

From l'ortaud (Custom House V.'linrf)
To IVuks Island (l>'ori'»t C ty Landing)6.45, 0 45. 7.45. It 00 10 15 a. u»., 12.15, 1 15.
2.13 4.15. 5.14. 0 15. • 3J. 8.15 0 30. p. ui.
To Cashing Is and-0 45. "<.45. 0 OO, 10.13
n. m
12.15. 2.15 5 15, 0.15, 8.15 p ui.
To l.itt f and G.e.'.t Diauuud
Island.
Trefetlien and Kvergrieu Landings, (l'ei-ki»
lland)s —*0 45 8 15. 10.30 a. in., 12.15, 215.
4.15. u 15. 0.15. 7 oil p. ui.
To 1'once and Dougbtv Landing (I.ong
Island)— 0.43. 8.15. nIo.mi a
1215
lu.,
xl.13, 2 15. 4.15. X5.20. 0 15 7.30 p. in.
To Cleaves hand ng
Is.and)—
(Long
10 00 a. in.. 1.15. 5 21, 0.15 p in.
To l.itt e Cliulieagu—10.00 a. m.. 1.13.
in.

To Cl'fT
Landings*

A Comfortable
Substantially

Is

$1.00
<

190-192 Middle

(Week Days)

St., Portland, Me., Near Postoffice

DOW & PINKH AM
-FIRE INSURANCEExchange St.,

Portland, Me.

SENTER &
JEWELERS

WILLIAM

Exchange St.,

Reference—x—Epress, •—This trip does
step at Trefethcn Landing, b—Thia
trip does not stop at Western Landing.
E. B WINSLOW.
C. W. T GOPINU,
President.
Gen. Mgr.

Tel. 3484

not

CHEBEAGUE.
(Continued from Page 7.)
and Mrs. F. Patterson Smith and four
children, Miss Constance, Miss HarCornelia
and
riet, Miss
Master
Oliver, and three maids, from Philadelphia, Pa. This is the first time
the Smiths have been on Cliebeague
and we hope it
will
have the same
charms for them as it has for the
visitors who come back summer after

FIRE

Easy, and be
contented, which you

ings

are

Buildinsured with
your

us.

I cMr. Summer Visitor

Exchange Street
Portland, Maine

:

not

KIRVAN

TO

OUR

&

DAVIS CO.

SUMMER
place

well-lighted building
inspect.
hope

;7.Lr™Po"

PATRONS

floors,

neighborly.

TOLMAN-BR&DFORD FURNITURE CO.

were

U

TOURISTS

WILL FIND

OUR STORES WELL STOCKED

with Standard Goods, the best obtainable,
fresh and reliable.
Many attractive souvenirs also.
A new choice line of Detroit Post Cards,

Local Views. Portland View Books 10c and
15c each.
Folding Post Card Books at 10c
each.
Indian Baskets 10c to $1.50 each.
Hay's Guide Book of Portland, Free to all.
Delicious Cold Drinks at our fountains.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

H. H. HAY SONS SSS-fSSLT4

many beautiful flowers.

summer home,
they interview

we

R. Llttlefleld
the local representative, and he will
gladly show them about the jroperty.

The Chebeague
Island base ball
team kept up their winning streak by
defeating the strong Mere Point team
by the score of 8 to 5 in a jvery interesting game. The pitching of Desmond for Chebeague was very commendable, allowing flve hits. The
features of the game were the playing
of Adams, C. Chrlstensen,
McOilvery

If you havn't

Light w-.ight, very durable and
give you the maximum of comfort.
They are suitable for outdoors and
are not spoilt by m isture.
Prices
from $6.50 upwards.

Souvenir

couch

a

hammock

piazza you don't know the
meaning of re»lcomf>rt. Our couch
hammocks are made of gord quality
khaki canvas wit« wind shields, and
prices for complete hammocks a>e
$6.00, S9 00, $<0, S12.50 and $15.
Awnings and stands for lawns.
on y

ur

China, Pennants

and Pillows

T. F. FOSS & SONS
HOUSEFURNISHERS.

Among the Massachusetts colonists
situated just below
Central Landing,
who have returned
to thiB
famous
summer resort are: Mr. G. T.
Phipps
and family of Miltoji, Mass., who are
here for the summer

Home

—MAINE'S FINEST AND MOST SANITARY RESTAURANT.—
Under

new

Management.

Open from 6

a. m.

to 12 p.

m.

Cooking, Home Made Pastry, Superba Coffee.
Combination Meals

Water served free.

every i!av 25c. Turkey Dinner SundaysSOc. Underwood Spring
Beautiful Private Dining Rooms for Ladies and Gentlemen.

JOHN A. OLARIT 5T,

Proprietor

J

Your Motor Boat
will be much

attractive and comfortable with the
We mike Oosbious f^r Motor
Boats that are
Ship-Shape" andwjil fitting, and at prices
where you can afford them.
more

rigbt kind of Cushions.

FRANK P. TIBBETTS & CO.

4 and 6 Free

Street,

Portland,

mers.
Captain Eive Liustrom, who
had charge of their former boat The
Vagabond, is also captain of this new
boat.
Mr. George Campbell attended
•Columbia University this past year.

Mrs. E. F. Fleming of Mt. Vernon,
New York, has opened her attractive
cottage, Cedarcroft, for the summer.
Visiting Mrs. Fleming are her granddaughters, Miss Mildred Fleming of
Mt. Vernon and Miss Helen Margarite Duncan, also of Mt. Vernon,
and
her daughter. Miss Fanny
Fleming.
Scotch
They brought their beautiful
The Flemings
collie, Son, with them.
are numbered
among the cottagprs
who are most loyal to Cliebeague for
this is their ninth season.

Mr. George H. Spalding and family
West Newton, Mass., arrived at
Cliebeague on July 12 for the sum'Dr. and Mrs. James F. Albion of mer.
Thry have taken the Webber
Portland have opened wide their hoscottage on Beach avenue again.
pitable doors of their beautifully situated bungalow on the
North Road
Where the People Trade.
again this summer by entertaining the
Knights of King Arthur, a boys club
Probably no manufacturing and reof Portland.
Mr. Ernest White had tailing organization in the East today
charge of the boys who camped in has reached perfection nearer than the
three tents for the week on the spa- Talbot Co. whose advertisement apcious grounds of Dr. Albion's estate. pears in this issue. Their system of
The time was pleasantly passed by maker to wearer—owning and operlong tramps around the
island,
by ating their own large factories and
ball
thrilling base
games and by tailor shops and their chain of over
forty retail stores has entirely elimiswimming and rowing contests.
his 20 to 30
Mrs. Lamb from Medford, Mass., nated the middleman and
cent, profit which goes to the purwith her two daughters, Alice and per
chaser of any merchandise in these
Eleanor, are spending the summer
stores.
They are today the largest
with Dr. and Mrs. Albion.
of men's and
manufactures
young
Another one of the famous Albion men's
clothing in New England, and
clambakes took
on
place
July 11,
when Dr. and Mrs. Albion entertained
the
officers
of
the
Universalist
Church of Portland and their families. Those of the Chebeague summer colony
who were present were:
Dr. and Mrs. James F. Albion, Mrs.
Misses
Lamb,
Margaret and Gertrude
Misses
Albion,
Alice
and
Eleanor Umb, Miss Hart, Lester HarI ris, Misses Clara and Olive Webster,
Misses Ernestine and
Marie Louise
Robbins and Mlsg Harriet O. Harris.
The engagement of two young peo'
pie who are well known among the
of

Corey

Things

Maine.

Are

BOOMING
IN THIS MILL

BUT

we

are

not too

tell
busy
the advantage of
to

ing.

you

buy-

UPSON BOARD
It is

the

only sanitary way

to

cover

ycur walls and ceilings.

Easily applied,
effective
Come in
more

a

wears

well and

is

as

decoration as you will find.
tomorrow

and let

us

about it.

tell you

SMITH & RUMERY CO.
Portland, Me.
the phenomenal growth shown by this
company demonstrates the fact that
the buying public have been appreciative in every way.

Made Mattresses
Conducive to comfort

people Hummerlng on Chebeague has
Just been announced. It Is that of
Miss EfTle Sabrlskle of
Hackensack,
N. J., and Mr. Ray Stevenson of New
York City.
Miss Sabrlskle belongs to
a number of clubs around Hackensack
and Is well known In North Jersey
society. Mr. Stevenson will be remembered

respectfully suggest gtaunchest
A.

Mr.

Couch Hammocks

Chinese Grass
Rockers and Chairs

visitors.

Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Paterson Smyth
and fjynily and (Dr. and Mrs. H. A.
Wilson of Montreal are occupying the
Newells "Justamere" cottage, for the
season.
Dr. Paterson-Smyth is rector
of St. George at Montreal, while Dr.
Wilson, F. >R. C. S., is a professor of
physics at Rice Institute,
Houston.
Texas.

w'iSX0'lhe

In another column of thin paper a
notice will be found concerning the
land which the Llttlefleld estate la offering to seekers for cottage sites.
Tho
Llttlefleld
numproperty
bers
over
a
hundred
acres,
acres
of
many
which
are
In
different
sections
of
the island.
From these vast holdings, parties can
secure Just what
they desire from
shore front privileges, quiet groves, to
secluded retreats.
To any who are
contemplating purchasing land for a

Made of heavy
maple stock finished in light or green with rattan seats
and backs. They come in all sizes
at 85c, *1 80.
$2.00, $2.50, $2.75
$3.00 and $ 5.2

"sTS."* ASTOR CAFE PSIS*

and Mrs. Ray Milton
Little'field, nee Carrie A. Bennett, were recent guests of Mr. Littlefield's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Littlefleld.
The marriage of Miss Bennett
and
Mr. Littlefleld took place at Rumford
Falls, June 2, where Mr. Littlefleld is
employed in the Oxford Mills.
Mrs. C. >R.
Riggs and daughters,
Elizabeth and Winifred of Pittsburgh,
Pa., are visiting at the home of Rev.
and Mrs. W. P. Merrill.
Mri. Edith Pingree and little daughters, Gladys and Evelyn of Somerville, Mass., have
been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Frank Bennett.
Capt. and Mrs. Oscar 'Cliarleson Of
Portland with their daughters,
Mrs.
Arthur Bell and son, Donald, are here
at their delightful estate, "Amordale,"
where they will remain until
late in
the season.
They have as guest Mrs.
Ernest Titcomb and
daughter, Adelaide, of Portland. Mr. Bell will join
the party
each
Saturday and will
spend part of his vacation here.
Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis
of Ashland,
and
Mass.,
Miss
guest,
Gertrude
Randle of Andover have the Grossman cottage, "Kwituwury," from
July
25 until September.

13

Dr. and Mrs. C. -A.
Brown
have
rented the Ellison cottage at Sunset
Landing. Mrs. Brown will bring the
children and maids to the island from
Boston the last of this week.
Mr. Ellis Ames Ballard's bungalow,
"Khatmandu," at the west end, has
been filled this past week with a gay
house party of young men and young
ladies.
Among those who are there
We have moved our
of business from 17 Preble Street
are Miss (Duryee of iNew
York, Mrs.
to 327 Cumberland Avenue, corner of Preble Street.
Here
iRogers of Kennebunkport, Me., Mrs.
we
carry a Full Line of New and Second-hand Furniture in a
Kennedy of Chambersburg, Pa., Miss
Hunter of Germantown, Miss Savage
of four
which you are cordially
of 'Chestnut Hill and Miss Mary Balinvited to
We thank you for the liberal patronage
lard of St. Martins, Pa., Mr. Hunter
of the past and
to merit a continuance of the same.
of St.
Marcus, Pa., Mr. Richard ElliWe have no other store, so remember our new address and
son and Mr. Junior Ellison of
Merien,
be
ra., Mr. Francisco Valdes o£ Asbury
N.
Park,
J., Mr. \Iolir of St. Martins
and Mr. Ernest and 'Mr. Fred Ballard
wa''bu'"
of St. Martins.
Many happy hours
were spent by the
party sailing in
"Kiri." Although the water is apt to
be cold at this time of the year none cruise along the coast of Maine.
The , have with them a trained nurse, Miss
of the
were
mild and
the Beach.
deterred from weather was quite
party
This is the Richrdson's first
swimming, nearly every one of the water calm for Maine, so that the summer at Chebeague.
Last year
party going in bathing
every day. cruise was indeed a pleasure trip.
they were at Harpswell.
The Ballards have a very good tennis
The following people have opened
In the death of Susie D. Hamilton,
court and
fine
many
games were* their cottages at the west end: <Dr.
played
by members of the house H. W. Morse and Mrs. 'Morse of Bal- Chebeague loses one of its most rewomen.
Born in North Conparty. Saturday night a
charming timore, Dr. William Howell and fam- spected
N. H., May 19, 1848, the daughlittle dance was given for the young ily
also of Baltimore,
Mr.
H. way,
J.
people by Mrs. Ballard. On the tenth Ridge and family of Portland, Mr. ter of Rev. Benj. D. Eastman, in early
life she joined the Methodist
Church
of July
the
guests departed Mr. Thomas Thompson from Woodfords,
member
to
Molir and Mr. Junior Ellison to Hill Mrs. Magruder Passano, Miss Betty and continued a faithful
the
end
of
her
life. When a young
Camp, in Wilkesboro, <N. H., for the Passano and Master Max Passano of
she
came
to
woman,
Chebeague and
rest of the summer, Richard Ellison Winchester, Mass., Judge and Mrs. J.
and 'Mr. Valdes will return to Phila- W.
Fowler and Mrs. Waldo Glidden married John A. Hamilton, who survives
as
also
three sons, Ardell
her,
delphia, Mrs. Savage will visit Miss from -Cambridge, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers at TCennebunkport, Mrs. Dur- A. W. Glidden of Arlington, Ma^s., A., Bradford R., Benj. D. E. Hamiland
two
ton,
daughters, Mrs. Herbert
yee -will go to New York City where Mrs. P. Dorticos and family of East
who
she lives, Miss Hunter and Miss Ken- Orange, N. J., Dean Vernon and two W. Hamilton and Miss Esther,
lived
with
her
Funeral
parents.
nedy will both return to their homes. children of Portland.
services
were
held
from
the
Mr. Ellis Ames Ballard came on SatDr .and Mrs. O. W. Richardson and Methodist
Church, July
11, conurday and will spend a week with his family, Master
Master Jack ducted by Rev. W. P. Merrill,
Harold,
who
family before returning to Philadel- and Miss Mary Richardson of Princespoke very appropriately on the life
phia.
ton, N. J., are occupying Mr. Sylvester of
the
deceased.
The
mala
Dr. William Howell, Janet Howell, Hill's cottage for the summer.
Dr. quartette
the
sang
three
seMiss Teresa Howell and Mr. Roger Richardson is a professor of
physics lections,
"Go Bury
Thy Sorrow,"
Howell of Baltimore, Md., have re- at Princeton University.
He is now "He Holdeth the Waters in the Holturned to their attractively situated in England, but will join his
family in low of His Hand," and "Sweet Peace
the west end from
cotttage on
a I August.
fDr.
and
Mrs. Richardson the
Gift
of
God's
Love."
The
bearers
pall
were:
Howard
S.
Hamilton, Clinton M. Hamilton, Sylvester Hill and Chas. CleAves.
There

imported

Porch Rockers and
Chairs

German

Mr.

have your favorite brand of CIGARS sent to you
by Parcel Post? Our prices are light.

Why

summer.

Chairs

Mrs. Waldo Glidden of Cambridge,
gave an informal tea on the
capacious piazza of her cottage on
Chandlers Cove last Friday, to welcome both the new and the old summer

S (0.

real

Pric?s $m.oo,
pretty cretonne®.
$i2.00,
3.50, $15 00, $16.30 and
$18 50.

Mass.,

EDGAR L. JORDAN
E. LINWOOD JORDAN

are

willow in handsome designs. Roomy
and comfottable and upholstered in

Mrs. L. .M. Taylor and Miss Grace
Hall of Tacoma, Washington, are the
guests of Mrs. C. C. Little, on the
South
Shore.
Mrs.
is
so
Taylor
charmed with the island she has rented
a cottage on the North Road which
she will occupy for several weeks together with friends from Greenfield,
Mass.

ROOIVp

(. L

Willow
These

Company, Saturday.

Rooms Single and En Suite

"Rest

will if

CO.

Portland,

ENGLISH TEA

Our lines of Summer Furniture are most complete— goods of fine workmanship, built for beauty,
long wear and real solid comfort and with prices
to meet all needs and
purses.

The Chebeague Island Base Ball
Team kept up its winning streak Saturday by defeating the strong Cox's
Shoe Company of Portland, 6 to 5. The
pitching of Spaulding for Chebeague
was very creditable and pitching of
Geary for Portland was also of the
highest crder. The game was a very
fast one. The features were batting
of Spaulding and base running of Desmond, for Chebeague, and playing of
Martell for the Portland team.
Batteries:
Geary and Johnson, for
Portland; Spaulding and Higgins, for
uneceague.
The Chebeague Island team played
the
Cliff
Island
team, Wednesday,
Mere Point, Thursday, and Portland

To Portland.
From I'wiks Is and (Forest Ci*y Landing)—0.15, 7.2<>. 8 13 9.30 10 45 a. til 12 33.
1.30. 2.35, 4.;i5 5 35. 0.35. 7 50, 8.35. 10.15
in.
Cusliing Is'aud—7 00. 8 00. 0.15,
1)30 a. in. 12.45. 2.45. 5.45. 0.45. 8.45 l>
m.
Littl
Diamond lsh.nd—0.20. 7 25, 8 JO.
0.45. 11 15 a. ill. 1.45. 3 45. 5.40, 8 55 p. in.
Grea, Diamond Island—0.13. 7.20. 8 13.
9 40, 11.10 a. hi. 1.40. 3.40, 5.35. 8.50 !»•
m.
Trefethcn Lauding—0.10. 7.15.
8 10,
9.35, 11 00 a. m. 133. 3.35. 5 30. 8.45 p.
35
in.
Evergreen Lauding—0.03. 7 10, 8 0.».
9 SO 11.05 a. in.. 1.30 3.30. 5 25. 8.40
H. N. PINKH AM.
p ai. Dwel'ings, Cottaees, Not'ls and Seaside Property
Ponce
a
in
insure
the leading companies.
H. W. SUSSKRA.UT,
7.00.
7.55.
Landing—5 55
9.20,
F. C. HUSSEY
xll.10 a. ill., 1.20. 3 20. \4.10 5 15. x5 55
8.30 p. in
Doughty Landing—5 45. 0.50,
7.45. 9.10. 11 00 a. ni.. 1 10 3 10. 4.01. 3 05.
6.45, 8 20 p. in.
C*e:ives Landing—5.40
6 45. 10.55 a. in.. 5.35 p. in
Lltt e Chebrague—0 40. 10.50 a. in.. 5.30 p. in. C iff
Island—0.23, 10.35 a. m., 3 40, 5.15 p. m.
Western Landing—0 10. 10.20 a
3.25
ill..
p. m
Central Landing—6.00. 10 10 a ni..
8.15, 4.50 p. m.
51
South
Harpswell—5.35
Me.
B 30 a. m, 2.43. 4 23 p. in.
Railey Isl.- nd.
(Mackt-rel Cove L-ndlng)—3.20 a. in. York
Charts,
Souvenir Spoons,
Views of Portland and Vicinity.
Compasses,
Landing—9.15 a. in., 2.30. 3.45 p. in. Orrs
Island—5.00 0.00 a. ni
2.15. 4 00 p. ill
Sunset I^nnd ng—7.25 a
3.40
in
p. m.
Cousin Is and—7.10 n. in.. 3 25
p ni. Littlejohn Island—7 05 a. in
3 20
in.
Eastern Landing—0.50. 0.55 a. in.. p.
3.05 p.
m.
Bustin Is and—0 25 a. ni. 2 45 p. 21.
South Freepo.t—2.23 p. 111
Mere I'oint—
609 Congress St., PORTLAND, MAINE
8.05 u. m. 1.50 p. ni.
Breakfast after 8.
Birch Is'and—0.00
Luncheon 11 to 3.
a. rn., 1.45 p. m.
Harpswell Centre—5.45
(2 doors east Public Library)
Afternoon Tea until 6 p. m.
a. m., 1 30 p. in.

ri

Porch Furniture

little to be desired.
The concert was
a musical treat and others of a similar nature are promised by Mr. Caldwell duiing the season.

JOHNSTON-BAILEY GO.

m.

Desmond and

Pendleton and

Strikeouts, "Desmond, 9; Pendleton,
10. 'Hits off Desmond, 5; off Pendleton, 10.
Assembly Hall was fairly well filled
Thursday evening, last, to hear the
concert given by the Schubert quartet,
o. Portland, assisted by Miss Teresa
Le Prohon, pianist, and Miss Doris
Sleeper, of Lancaster, N. H., accompanist. The work of the quartet was
of the highest order and all of their
selections were sung with good musicianship and expression. The solos of
Mr. Kenedy and Mr. Stevens were
finely rendered and they were both
obliged to respcnd to an encore. Miss
Le Prohon played two solos and she
was
enthusiastically received. Miss
Sleeper accompanied most sympathetically and her work at the piano left

We Have Chairs to Match

To Eastern landing (Great Cliebeaguo),
Cousin* and Llttlejohn Is.and—10 00 a. iu
1.15. 5.15 n. 111.
To Soutn Freeport—10 00 a. ui.

RETURN

Rocker,

constructed of
rock maple with double split
reed seat all finished in the
natural.

and. Wes.ern and
Cculr-rl
(Great
Soutu
Ciiebeague).
Haipswell Bal.ey Is and ami O.rs Islanding.). 10 00 a. in., 1 15. 5.20 p. ui.
To S'.mset Landing (Gr at
Chebeagne)
Buf-tin Island. Mire I'olnt. Blreh Is.auil
« nd
Haipswell Centre—10.C0 a. in
3.15

p.

iNevins.

O r>m

READY FOR THE SUMMER
WITH COMFORT FURNITURE

Time TabEe In Effect June 30th, 1913.

0 20 p

Hlgglns; Mere iPolnt,

as

one

of

Chebeague'a

base ball supporters.
He
is a graduate of Columbia
University,
class
of 1910,
a member
of
Alpha
j Delta Phi Fraternity and also of the

and health.
Made upon honor in our own
work room's and guaranteed as to value and

quality.

Prices from

—

$3.50

to

$35.

WRITE FOR DETAILS AND PRICES

—

I Columbia Club.
Among the recent arrivals are: Miss
Anna Christensen of Germantown,
Pa., who is spending the summer with

I

at their cottage located
the point.
Mrs. Joseph Campbell of New York
City has again returned to Chebeague
for the season. Her son, Mr. George
and a clever double play by Bpauldlng
for Chebeague and Nevlns, Hall and Campbell, accompanied his- mother on
their
beautiful new sailing yacht
Oriffen for Mere Point. The gf^me
Helena.
They will live on the boat
was
well officiated by Stone ind
this summer and not at the hotel
Means.
Hillcrest as they have In former sumher parents
on

The Store Beautiful,

28 Free St., Portland, Me.

